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"The relative utility (of class instruction versus correspondence
instruction) .... when this utility is measured through final

examination: there are no differences that amounteto anything.".1111rel

4 (Conclusions of an exhaustive5study at the University of,Oregon
in which data from 91 bomparfative studies of teaching methods,
published over a period of 40 years, were examined.)
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What is a Correspondence Course?

1

(This chapter originally appe red s the Introduction to the correspondence

course Ergo:Ailon for Retlrgunt.)

What is a correspondence course? PciAarily, it is a learning experience

involving considerable written communication be'cween teacher and studeAt. It can

be even more rewarding than a class. "I got more out of this correspondence course

than from most class courses I've had" is a comment we've heard many times. In a

elms the few may "carry the ball" for the many. In a correspondence course, each

student, if he participates at all, participates completely (does the 141:014 lesson).
':e.also has the full attention of his teacher without competing with other students.

Ina correspondence course it's easy' to "put your best foot forWard." Tb a

large extent you choose your ow. working conditions; you also study when you are
best able to "put your mind to it." If your lesson report (the written homework)

doesn't satisfy you, you may withhold it for improvements, possibly changes
suggested by your instructor in his/her comments on the previous lesson.

Usually a correspondence course has one or more printed texts and a mimeographed
study guide. The text(s),is used in much the same way it would be in class. The

study guide represent the living. teacher. It is the gist of what's teacher would

say in cic.sS if there were a class. In a class a teacher might explain a point
several different ways until he found the best way to help students to learn. In

a correspondence course we try to start with the best way, ha3ing done our experi-

menting while the guide is being written. yes.,-the study guide is a substantial

document which has been written with great-dare. It is a teaching document directed

to the individual student working'on his olh.

What is the best way to use a study guide? The answer varies with the course

and with the individual. In general, the commentary or instructor's message in
each lesson is an excellent preview of the lesson. Read it first, although you

may not understandit fully until you have studied further.

Often this commentary is also an excellent review which is helpful as you
start to prepare your lesson report to be submitted to the instructor. You may

find it worthwhile to review the "message" in the last lesson just before you start
the next lesson. In this tray you discover Low the two lessons "fit together" --
if they do. Invany case, you'll review the commentary in each lesion as you prepare
for the supervised final examination. (The Ana examination is required in all
credit courses and in some non-credit courses.)

Many times a study guide may"conteln useful facts and/or ideas not mentioned
in the text. The commentary may ht ,:alight w-at the. text has to say, reinforce it

or, on the contrary, challenge it or ask you to challenge it. YegitLe study guide

is very much to be studied!

Ina few courses the study guide is to be studied with the text at the same

time. The guide might say, "Now look at. page 97, paragraph 2. Notice that the

unknown quantity is ...." We mention this and the above examples to show you, how

very versatile a study guide can be and how much it is like one teacher talking to
one student at one time!
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You are not expected to complete the LESSON REPORT (homework) at a single

sitting. It is the last step in te preparation of a lesson which may have taken
ten hours of your time (especialy if you are taking a credit course). Take

whatever time you need to do the work to the best of your ability.

Sometimes certain homework questions pertain specifically to certain peges
in the study requirement. You may even be told to study so far and then to do

specific questions beforeietudying further. Ebre often, the questions refer to
the entire lesson, although some questions may depend partly on detail at a
particular point in the text.

The best advice is often very simpl . In this case it is:

(a) Use ii.ow to Study a Corresoond.Ince Course (provided with each course).

It contains a great deal of specifngrp.

(b) Read tl-x LESSON REPORT questions carefully. If you are asked to discuss,

4
it is not enough to merely list facts. lbw are the facts important?

hat will your teacher do for you? Teaching first takes place in the study

guide. Additional teaching takes place in the personalized comments which are -

added'to your LESSU REPORT. Your teacher is expected to do more than correct

mistakes, more than arrive at a grade accompanied by a polite "excellent." The

"something more" consists of te.EhinE comments -- phrases and short sentences here,
and there and often a summary comment 37.T.E7e.nd. This is done so well most of the
time that students. (in their confidential evaluation reports) often state that
"I feel that we know each other rather well now," or "here's a person I'd like to
meet:" "I never could have learned this subject without him/her," or words to that
effect.

Tree also ask our teachers to return all papers within a week of the date
received. Since your lespon goes from you to the office to the instructor for
grading, then back to the office and then to you -- you should allow about two

weeks for the return of your lesson. noweverpsometimes the mails are slow, and
it may take a bit longer. Meanwhile, you may be working on the next lesson.
Ideally, it's best not to mail it until you see if there are comments on the
previous lesson which would help you to improve your most recent lesson.

That is 'Cie picture. The next move is yours! You will learn what you are
taught, but you will also learn what you discover for yourself.

Sincerely,

1"7S104".4- l3
Robert B. Wentworth
Educational Specialist .

Correspondence Instruction

rJ
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Our Correspondence_ Courses --Some Useful Comparisons

3

. Some two-thirds (140 or more) of the courses offered carry high school credit.
Several of the non-credit courses might be used for independent study credit. The

academic areas covered are; art, automotive, business, civil service and license
preparation, engineering, English, languages, mathematics, science and social
sciences.

In general, the courses are sufficient in number and variety to provide,a
complete 4-year r!equence for both the college preparatory and the general student
(including a few business courses). See the model sequences of courses which
follow.

How does a correspondence course ammEl with a class course? The question
is often zwa. An exhaustive AMYat the Univerirt777-Oregon (in which data
$rom 91 comparative studies of teaching methods, published over a period of 140
Mears, were exAmined) concludes thatuthe evidence for this analysis conclusively
demonstrates fhet differences among teaching methods occur only rarely as measured
by final examination -- the relative utility (of class instruction versus correspon-
dence instruction) -- when this utility is measured through final examination: there
are no differences that amount to anything."

But how does the quality of our correspondence courses compare with those
offeriTirb3r7tEereFgal=instrEtions across the7EITNE? Very will: For a
small (57 correspondence courses:as against '50 at the University
of Wisconsin) we have gathered our share of kudos. The National, University
Extension Association has three times honored us with a top award for academic
excellence. In addition four major state universities have purchased the reproduc-
tion.rights to one or more study guides.

What do we mean a Ruality course? "Ike study guide is a teaching document.
It martega

by
because is no second chance (as there is in the

classroom where the teacher may explain the same point several times over). It does
this by being student-oriented, clear, concise, informative and to the point. It
tries hard to'be interested .(in people) and interesting (to people). Often also it
is imaginative, thought-provoking and stimulating. Much of the homework calls for
some kind of student judgment or the making of choices, perhaps even the viewing of
a situation from another point of view.

A quality course cannot be done quickly nor can the homework answers be found
merely by liiOking them up in tile book. It is not easier than a class course. For
a further glimpse of our courses, see the sample pages from study guides in the
Appendix.

Who is qualified to write a quality course? Sometimes the instructor is
encouRierto write own course of the professional staff.
Sometimes another teacher (.re who writes or explains particularly well) prepares
the study guide under supervision. In a few instances A course has been prepared
by the professional staff alone. In any case, as a standard procedure, each
manuscript is.scrutinized by the author, by a teacher or expert in the field other
than the authorx and by one or more members of the professional staff.
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Other sources of correspondcr.ce.courses. Sixty other members of the National
University Extension ATFEELtion offer correspondence courses. Thirty five of these
other members offer high school credit courses. Several midwestern universities
are particularly noted for the quality and the diversity of their,high school
subjects. If a course is not available locally, write the Director of Independent
Study at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508; the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706; the University of Missouri, Oolumbia, Missouri
65201; or the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66044. Thition rates are some-
what higher than locally, but the 'quality is there.

For a complete listing of correspondence courses (college credit, high school
credit, non-credit) available from regionally accredited colleges and universities,
see Guide to Independent Study throtgh Carrespl,ndence Instruction published every
other year7Y the National University Extension Associan7MITe 360, One Dupont
Circle,'Whphington, D.C. 20036. Price for 1973-75 edition: $1.00.

The courses offered by NUEA members (mostly state colleges or universities,
some private colleges, some church- related colleges, a few government agencies) are
produced on a non-profit basis and are primarily academic .n content.. In contrast,
there are the so-called "private" (or commercial) home study schools which are
operated for profit and which are primarly vocational. These schools do not provide
for supervised final examinations and credit is not awarded for the completion of
the course.

Hundreds of "private"home study schools exist, but the 1974 Directory of
Accredited Private Nome Study Schools lists only 1S9 approveriapols. (A nw years
7Ft-heivigi.rreiatrian 100 on the list.). Among the accredited schools are such
well-known schools as International Correspondence Schools of Scranton Pa. and
LaSalle Extension Universitrof Chicago, Illinois._

In evaluating a commercial, schoollconsider not only the compitende of the
faculty, the educational soundness Alf the courses, and the financial strength of
the school, but also tke school's record for successful placement of students,
)1a reputation for truthful advertising, and its sales techniques. (Does it use
gh pressure methods? Does it.accept any student regardless of ability? Does

it use phony admission tests?)

Often a sc ool may have,educationally sound courses, but its advertising
and sales tec crzes may be deceptive., Recent newspaper investigations have
exposed flagrant abuses. Stricter regulations by government agencies and improved
accreditation procedures are, likely to result.

WI
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.t2ical Needs Situations: Correspondence Courses to the Rescue

5

"I don't have a thing to veer," the lady of the house said as she looked
at a closet ffull of "separates".

"Spare parts don't always make aryiuto," the garage mechanic moaned 48
he found he needed another X37.

it

Mbst,of your students fit nicely into the course schedule. But what,:
about' the few who don't? For example:

- - Ronald Smith expects to be a doctor. He wants to study
Latin so he can write prescriptions his patients won't under-
stand. Your school doesn't have a Latin instructor. We have
a very good one.

A few students are bound to have schedule conflicts. A correspondence
course may be the my out of the dilemma. Now Roscoe, the football hero, can
study Food and even in secret if he so desires.

Mary Jane can't manage a fifth class every day, but perhape

she can handle a correspondence course in which she is in a
"class by herself." The class meets whenever convenient.

-- Thomas James didn't d; well in English; he needs'to do
English XI over again. Wouldn't he be better off with an
entirely different English XI which he could study at his
own pace? Oiss Jones is a great teacher, bUt somehow she

1

and TJ just don't get along with each other.)

Can a student who fails in the classroom pass a correspondence course?
Yes, give him a chance! He may do better studying on hia own becauee he is working
for himself and not for a teacher. Perhaps be is too self-conscious to answer
question! in class. He may prefer to compete only with himseif, not with others.

- - Elizabeth is homebound. She could "make arrangement" with
eacb-of her teachers, but the courses aren't set up to,Operate
that way. Correspondence courses offers completexackage with
plenty of teaching help.

Sally has an IQ as high as a kite. F.ir her we recozmnend the

correspondence course Bible Background for Modern Literature
HSU) as anEngiish extra. Then she FiTirld take The Facts

of Death, a n-credit course. (Local schools may -Wird credit
?Si non-credit courses.)
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-- Jonathan dropped cut in the second half of the_junior

.year. Now he realizes that life on the "street isn't very

rewarding aft3r all! Can ho stut the senior year with

his clasbmates? Yes, meanwhile making up the missing
N.,credits by enrolling in Part 2 of correspondence ccurses

in each,Jsubject he studied in the junior year.

-- Roger X iS the number 2 man in a rock and roll band

scheduled to)tylur the country for a year. He's I6, but

has finished only two years of high school. His two,

companions 'are high school graduates who value their*
diplomas. They needRoger X, but they donit want him
to miss school. The solution? Roger X should ge4A his

guidance counselor to approve 4 porrpspondence courses
which represent the subjects he would have studied if
he stayed in school. The other bandsmen will ',see that
he doeslhis homework. ,A year later he'll be happy to
rejoin his classmatellfor the senior year.

6

BY NOV YOU DOUBTLESS GET THE IDEA THAT correspondence courses are not
intended to compete th class courses at your school but to supplement them as

needed in individual cases.

High school students n nearly 150 communities are currently
counting one or more correspond nce courses toward a local high school diploma.

Are yourrstudents "part of the ction?" All applications will be accepted pro-

vided the/ are a2proved in writ ng by a guidance counselor and accompaniea by

the modest tuitio fee (less t coct), or a statement that the school is to

be billed.

Keep in mind that some of the 40 high school credit correspondence"
courses are intended for the general student; others are suitable only for the

college preparatory student. In English, for example, there are parallel se-

quences wit: four courses in each sequence.
/

4
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iiodz1 CorresrondPnce Course tlquences..-

7

All of the courses listed belou are available as'correspondenca courses.
Any high school student mu enroll in any cne of these courses if his application
for the course is approved by a guidance counselor. Students seeking a. local high.

school diploma usually complete in the classroom at least 12 of the 16 high school

units required for The decision as ,to how eacorrespondence courses
and which correspon ce courses a gi7J1177dent sherd undertike is made artlgr

local Mischool.

The model schedules below indicate possible combinations of correspon-

dence courses. It should NOT be inferred that courses ought to be undertaken in
the order shown.

galtePrepar#ory Student's - reties 9-12 inclusive

Grade 9 =Gradi; 10

-DC ,orl.ish X

Algebra I -- clnanetry

-- Choice of
French I .

Spanish I
German I

1M. pj214.0VE

-- Chgice of

1122h E
S7 shish_ II

German II

World History,

fr

c

Grade 11

IMO dish XI College Preparatory

-- American History,
Chein

I

td212

dish XII, College Preparatory

Black History: Protest

e:. AchieremenCTriliN)

Bible Background for Modern
faeratureMISIT
Practical,Ebonomics(Y1 HSU)

Consumer Economics (x .A HSU)

Earth Science



Cuidnce Ccum(Iloro' 1:7:17.1'1

aummlarea Cure ;:ieriUences

General Students.- trades 9-12 inclusive

t

Grade 9

for Everyone

-- Choice of
-.0eReral Mathematics
'Business Mathematics

1-14odern Health.

-basic Drawing:recta/clues 0.:j HSU)

-ITypewriting 1.134

Grade 11

EWish XI, General
American History, Geneseral

Business' aw ILSU)

Small Eusiness M!..115gement (i4 HSU)

Foods and Nutrition ( U)

-- Business Communicctio ( HSU)

A

Additional electives:
'atin I, ID Automotive Engines. HSU); Automotive Chavis 04 H3U).

Certain non-credit courses may be counted as Independent S\tudy credit if the

school so desires.

Grade 4 0 '4. 4t.

-w

I e

Improvement Reading Skills

Bookkeepina
Gretg,Shorthand
World galt4tE

L

/Grade 12

pwlish,XII, General

Black History: Protest & Aeve-
ment (;.; Hsu)

Consumer Economics (?i mu)

Interior Design

Earth Science

5
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9

e
Is there a typical high school student who is interested in correspondence

: courses? Probably not; we haven't been able to find hit. The more self - motivated,

the more intellectually curious the student, the more likely hole to profit from
correspondence courses. On the other hand, a school often needs correspondence
courses most of all for its marginal students - those who must repeat a course
already failed. (Some of cur courses have been developed with the reluctant reader-
in mind).

Correspondence courses also attract the student who, fpr one reason or another,
is nimble or unwilling to attend classes. hers -there is a,censiderable range of
intellectual' ability as well as much variatl.on in motivation.

Some high school students participate in a single course only ("I need just
ene'more unit "), but it is net unusual for &student to take up to six high school
units by correspondence, ,(Typical example: a. young woman who married and had a
child during the second semester of the junior year..)

Some student information may ee obtained frem the application blank, but more
persona data are found on the Personal Information for Your Instructor form which
students' are invited to submit:WMEN RFirg57.76.-lesson .-Per it win help to tQke
A loOk at a cross-section of individual students. Some are high school students,
others are edults with varied interests. (Note that the same course will serve
iedividuale of quite different' backgrounds.)

'Consider the young lobsterman, new employed WI-time, who will graduate with
hit class when he fiAlones lish XII At energetic youngster, who is both
,a boutique saleslady and an ace shed horsewoman, is doing rather well in her
gyaoh course....A charming damsel telephoned from ,the wilds ot Vermont to see *if

she passed senior Ehglish. She earned a good fat brilliant young lady with
a 140 Tel doesn't"go to school with her classmates; sites taking two English courses
act; once..

.

A:certain retired policeman was a high school dropout years ago; he was the
first to complete the dIght.School valency Preparation course, take the G.E.D.
tests, and receive his high school equivalehey certificate. He did it in record
time, tqc.....ftch diverse individuals as a high official in the Department of
Education and a letter carrier in the western part of the state have enrolled in
Real Estate Brokers' Preparation. .It's something worthwhile to do in retirement.

A building custodian enrolled in Basic Dravetnn Techniques, hoping that he
eight someday return to Ireland and sketch "the wonderful scenery where I was born.
I thought so little of (it) when growing up there.' A priest, under vows of
silence, also studies the same coerte. Along with his regular assignments, he sends.
a little social comeentary. We are .score than pleased with his cartoon showing
fellow priest scrubbing th rloor as itereher priest interrupts with this messages
"It's from Heme. They want to know what we are doing to develop our human potential."

13
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Several inmates in state correctional institutions have enrolled in Interior
Design to add color to their rooms. Some inmates are also involved in Foods and
Nutrition. It could get them a job in the kitchen where food is more plentiful.

\
Among the "crew" in Small Boat Handling is a man who rose from office boy to

Vice president of a major-C7Zit-rati7i7EFF5oration. Over the years he.won many
'national sales contests, as well as prizes for rose-growing and distinguished him-
self as an amateur painter' An Air Force flying colonel in Berlin who "plays
the semiclassical guitar quite well," sells real estate, and builds furniture, con-
templates resettling in Portugal where "sail boating and small business will be
combined." A Small Boat Handling. student; of course. ,

correspondence
of my education since high school has been through extension classes

:and correspondence Ourses," writes a sergeant of security guards whO learned to
ipreach and assist d minister. An avid bicycle rider and sightseer, he is planning
ahead by takiig Small Business Management....Also in the same course: a state
official with a ii-Ngirraegree. He wants to learn enough about small business
to start his/Own p4vate enterprise some day.

,

A geml/ral clerk is studying Bookkeeping to get in line for a' promotion. Mean-
while, slip has quit smoking, learned to sew, cared for a husband and four children,
and run the clerical pool. Some day she hopes to be an office manager.

A young grocery clerk is studying Business 1,4w as part of his preparation to
,,'become a police officer. Already he is married and has an infant son. Other
achievii0Ontss pitching a no-hit, no-run game, catching a 16 inch brook trout, and
obeying the. so well that he doesn't even have a arking ticket. (Any over-due
library 'bookS?)...A "full-time housewife" finds that much qf her time is devoted to
taking care .cif the dogs. She professes no specific e cational goals, but "wants
to take various subjects." She started with You and he Ier., a course for every-
one. ...Among the most faithful students ofiany law co'irse are,X_number of in-
mates who are eager to learn about their Tights and responsibilities.

A Western Electric quality appraiser (checks equipment for mechanical and elec-
'trical defects) is already the proud possessor of a state high school equivalency
certificate. Now he is Studying Business Mathematics as background for future un-
dergraduate study in business adminiexation. ....A high school student in Business
Mathematics still remembers.proudly t.iat in the second grade he was the only one
who 'could spell Santa Claus!

Au ornamental designer enrolled in Algebra because "there are a lot of holes
in my math.'1 His interests are many,`; he patented a "child-deterring bottle cap",

designed a few war memorialsldid f agstone layouts for flower shows, and served
as cartoonist for a Holy Name news paper.

One- of the first to work at Los Alamos on the atomic bomb, GCN undertook our,
' correspondence course in Basic Television. He's a division supervisor in the in-

vention reports division of a pia735Caporption. Among his hobbies and vo'untary
activities he lists: "golf, teaching Sunday School, working at science fairs, and

--"-puttink together color TV kits."

4
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Her boss is a chcmical engineer, but she likes to write. Wisely she enrolled
in Bionics "to spark my creativity and to prepare for my retirement...the more I
leariEVIllore I'll have to write about.",

"I don't have:much free time, but the time I do have I spend with pretty
girls," according 'to one high school student who is carrying a full load in high
school, attending evening school three nights a week, and studying his correspon-
dence course 4n &dein Health.

A repentant d'ropout, now employed in loading bread trucks, decided to keep
his job and complete his junior year by correspondence. He'll return to high
school for the senior year. His first home-study course was Earth Science, not
an easy subject;

An internal auditor for a Colorado public service company is determined to
"learn enough French to help my girl with her French and, if possible, read a
French menu." A college graduate, he states that "initially learning anything is
painful but after a while the pain becomes less."

A teenager with some previous knowledge of the language enrolled in Spanish I
to "improve my Spanish." Already he has done well in skiing, football, mountain
climbing, swimming, senior life saving and the Boy Scouts A middle-aged sheet
metal worker has Spanish- speaking friends and enjoys listening to short wave radio.
This led him to enroll in Spanish I.

In American History we have a former staff sergeant (he served in Germany) who
is a driver for United Parcel Service. This prize-winning history course (top
national honors-1968) attracts many high school students. One plays the viola in
the Greater Bost on.Youth Symphony Orchestea and has received a national award in
Latin. Another, a resident of Maine, still recalls with pride "passing first grade
ballet exam with honors" and "winning an argument with my World History teacher."
She likes "music, reading and most anything outdoors."

A salesman for a casket manufacturer is interested in more than caskets. A
retired Wisconsin citizen, he enrolled in The Facts of Death because he is "hopeful
that this training will he -p me to serve otTerrELFing tie -Frisis of death." RCP
has already served as seL.)r warden of his lodge and president of the trustees for
his church. His other interests-include bird watching, tending the lawn and shrubs,
and painting.

Another student of The Facts of Death is a Roman CathOlic priest who states,
11 wish to be able to speak with more assurance about death, give spiritual, comfort,
ve secular advice and learn what people think and say about death." ....Another
ath student is a registered nurse who wants to "feel more comfortable with people

death." Although the course attracts many professionals, it was written
fo the average layman. Laymen have been happy with it .too, onge they realize that
it sn't a depressing subject.

Who is the typical student? Perhaps it is any of (these we have already met.
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Does t5he typical 121112 schol student who undertakes a correspondence course
actually finish it? (Do class students always717H113D Some never start, others
do a few 17470is only, but many high school .students do finish. They need the
credit. They are 'more likely to finish, or tend to finish sooner than otherwise,
if they are given some supervision by their guidance counselor or by a teacher.

How do the students who Linish differ from those who do not? The difference
is mostly a character difference. Both groups have other courses, home responsi-
bilities, part-time job responsibilities, possible interruptions due to illness
etc. But those who finish/have greater motivation, better self-discipline and

.,perhaps, in some cases, better supervision.

Those who finish may or may not be the brighter students, but seldom does a
student drop out because he is unable to do the work. The guidance counselor helps
the student.to find the right course. If the original choice proves to be in-
appropriate, the instructor will recommend changing to another course, possibly
even a non-credit course.

VW

'L) )
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Cur Correspondence Course Faculty - The Objective and the Subjective Views

Oda see our faculty in termh of the kind of people they are, their educational
background, ?heir present or former positions (if retired),, and the work they are
doingor us now. Our students see the faculty quite differently -- but, on the
whole, rather favorably. We will examine both viewpoints now.

Many of our faculty are high school teachers in.service at some of the lead-
ing public and private schools in the Greater Boston area. A few are retired
teachers; a few have appropriate specialties outside the classroom. We have

picked "the cream of the crop" (about 45 in all); we have not taken the entire
faculty of a single school.

Nearly all the faculty have a bachelor's degree, 30% have two college degrees,
and 56% have a master's degree or beyond. (Note: A bachelor's degree isn't required
for a course such as Building Custodians' Preparation.) Nineteen different colleges
are represented in the bachelor's degrees earned by the faculty; 14 different col-
leges are represented by the master's degrees earned.

ry

Consideiing all degrees earned, focal colleges and non-local colleges are
represented abcut equally. Among tN colleges included are such distinguished
institutions as Harvard and Yale.

There is a good balance between men and women instructors and an age range v
from the young instructor to the retired department. chairman.

More important than faculty statistics is tine attitude of the faculty. One-

comment is typical: "My teaching,of that course has been one of the most intereit-

ing experiences of my life and I do want it to go on!"

by Students, on the

whole, think very hi 011-thefaculty,-hlybut a few exceptions are noted on the

student evaluation reports.

Each student who completes a course is given an opportunity to submit a 5-page
evaluation report on the study guide, the textbook, organization of the course,
amount of work required, value of the lessons, and the instructor. Below are ex-

cerpts fram 100 reports chosen at random (variety of courses; differing levels of
academic ability represented.) All of the comments chosen pertain to teaching. .

J. Opportunity for Discussion

K. Help Provided by the Instructor

L. Attitude of Instructor

M. Grading Practices
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J. OPPORTUNITY FOR DISCUS'sICO

48 1. Both the course and the instructor encourage the asking of
'questions. in interchange of questions and answers is ex-

.
pected.

46 2. The instructor is willing to answer individual questions, but
the assignments can be completed successfully without develop-
ing a personal relationship between instructor and student.

4. 3. There is no opportunity for individual questions and answers.

2 blankS

Total 100

SOW* of the m61 interesting comments on J:
MOM.

4

ti

"I asked some questions but not too maiy, but I was encouraged to ask
more."

"I had a few problems. I wished the instructor had gone into more
detail (on thel.j. I think he assumed I knew more than I did." (math
course)

hIt'wes.good exchanging.questions and answers.)(It) seemed personal
and friendly."

0
"I owe a great deal to.the instructor's advice and close cooperation."

, 4

"Instructor bends over backwards to help."

"I fouhd the teacher very impersonal and seemingly uninterested."

"I Often could not read the instructor's writing."

K. HELP PROVIDED BY THE INSTRUCTOR

2 1. The instructor merely grades the papers, marking each question
either correct or incorrect.

2L 2. The instructor points out mistakes, briefly indicating which
word, phrase, method or solution should be used.

74 3. The instructor is generous with his teaching comments. He makes
Total 100 aany helpful suggestions, often writing summarizing comments at

the end of each lesson. He provides apersonal touch, often in-
cluding sincere words of encouragement.

18
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Some of the more interestia comments on K:

qly instructor was of more help than the text." (math course)

15

"Without the instructor's personal touch, I would not have completed
the course."

"I cannot praise my instructor enough!"

"He keeps up my interest in the course, It was fun sending in as-
signMents and waiting to see the instructor's comments."

"Miss \ provides sparkling comments and criticisms that
suggest those of aireater educator."

"Very fortunate to have excellent instructor. I believe that I know
much more of subject (now), but lack good writing

"I would like to point out that .4he instructor in this course is one

of the best I've had of all the courses I've taken." (A high school

graduate who has taken three correspondence courses)

"Extremely helpful instructor with sincere interest directed-to me."

"HOS always there:"

"Provides personal touch. I had the feeling she was there if I needed
her."

"Very few comments -- an occasional "'good answer', etc."

I. ATTITUDE OF INSTRUCTOR

86 1. The instructor welcomes diffeient points of view.

5 2. The instructor insists he is always right.
no

mower 9
Total 100

Some of the more interesting comments o L are shown on the next page.

'fr
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Some of the more interestis.L, comments on L:

." (law course)

-me to see their

"The instructor; insists he is right and explains sItE

"They always accepted my point of view but expected
viewpoint." (Two study guide authors)

"The instructorssms always ready to look over'a new
things."

"Originality was accepted.and encouraged."

16

.

way of doing

umz.. is a wonarfal instructor -- Would like to meet him."

"My instructor knows mea a personal friend in correspondence now that
I have finished (the course). A fine teacher with great leadership qualities."

"The instructor seemed indifferent" (but student was pleased with text
and study guide).

"The instructor really didn't seem to care."

M. GRADING PRACTICES

84 1. The, instructor is very fair in his grading; it is clear how he

arrived ai each grade given.

13 2. Sometimes the instructor is more strict than at other times.' lt

is not, always clear how he arrived at a given grade.

The instructor's grading practices are frequently annoying.3.

Total, 100

Some of the more interesting comments on Ms

"Sometimes I feel that he overgraded me, i.e., gave me an A when I think I

deserved a B. But mho's complaining!".

"Bach of my mistakes was clearly pointed out to me."

"I, learned more from this course than from most of my class courses."

"I felt that the instructor did what she thought was right in grading each

lesson."

"It was not quite clear how grades are arrived at,,

are fair."

20

but I am sure that they
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The Guidance Counselor Administers the Correspondence Course Program 1,6ally

Counseling by the kuidance counselor

As you counsel a student about courses, consider correspondence courses as one,
of several alternatives. If a student had failed a course, but is capable of moving
ahead with his class, a correspondence course in tie subject failed may be the pre-
ferred solution. "On his own," the student may succeed where he did not do so in
class. He deserves the chance to tryl He repeats the s-oject, but not in the same
format, not with the same teacher, and not with the stigma of being the older
"flunker" in a class of younger students. Furthermore, he is carrying an extra
load but without extra daily pressures; he may set a variable time schedule for
the correspondence course.

It is a mistake, however, to think of the correspondence course as merely a
solution for the marginal student. Correspondence courses are even more appropri-
ate for the above-average and gifted student. Ideally, every college preparatory
student should take at least 1 HSU by correspondence since independent study of
a high school course .bridges the gap between high school and the less structured
college way of life. The above-average student may with to enrich his/her,program
with a course not included 1.n the regular curriculum. Perhaps this will be a non-
credit correspondenee course for which the local high school will award credit as
independent study. Furthermore, some students are willing to work toward early
graduation by taking extra coursea on the side. It is often more convenient to
take the extra courses by correspondence than in class, especially since the course
.need not end on a specific date.

You may have the opportunity to counsel a few repentant dro outs. If your
advisee is over age 18 (and his/her class has graduated from g ac ol), he/she

may take the battery of five General Educational Development (GED) tests which lead
to the state Ugh school equivalency certificate. The certificate is the legal
equivalent of a high diplcaa and a generally recognized for college

admission' and employment purposes.

We offer a correspondence course -- School Equivalency Preparation --
which prepares for the GED testa. It provids training in (a) basic English
grammar, (b) the fundamentals of arithmetic, (c) reading comprehension, and
(d) how to take the GED testa. (The testa in literature, science, and the
social sciences are reading comprehension tests; a background in these areas is _

not required.)
-

Be sure -to remind the repentant dropout that he probably knows more than he
realizes. His greater maturity, his years of work experience, and. his awareness of
specific goals give him an edge over the typical high school student.

For information about the equivalency correspondence course (or any correspon-
dence counts), write to Correspondence Instruction, Bureau of Adult Services, 182

Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02111 otelephone (017) 727-5784.
Ir

21
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To arrange about taking the GED tests or for detailed information about the
high school equivalency prcgram, write to the High School Equivalency Office,
182 Tremont Street, Boston, NA 02111 or telephone (617) 727-5778.

The student applies for a course - decisions to be made

Applying for a correspondence pourse is an easy matter, but there are
three points to keep in mind concerning the application. ,

(a) What mailin( address should die shown on the student's ippliCation?
While there is nothing wrong about using the student-'s home address, there is a
considerable advantage in PlayAlce corrected lessons returned to the student in
care of the Guidance Office. '-4 this way the counselor knows that a lesson has
been completed and knows the student's grade. Counseling may or may not take

placeras.i result of this knowledge. If papers are returned directly to the
student's home, the student may inform his counselor that he is "getting along
all right" when, in fact, he hasn't submitted a lesson for six months. (To a

student, all right may mean'"not.in trouble.")

(b) Who will pay for the course? Unless your student is a war veteran,
there is a modest tuition fee plus the cost of books (unless books can be loaned
by the school). Sometimes these fees are paid by the school. If the studdnt is

handicapped or home-bound, there is an obligation to provide education at public
expense. The cost to the community will be reimbursed in part by the state.
If a student has completed Latin I in class with the understanding that he may
enroll in Latin_II and suddenly there is no Latin teacher, perhaps there is at
least a moral obligation to pay for Latin II if the student wishes to take the

course by correspondence. If, the school is to pay for tuition and/or books, please

submit (preferably with the application) a letter indicating this fact and the
billing procedure desired.

Nearly 150 high schools use our correspondence courses, In the majorii; of

cases the parents are milling to pay tuition and book fees; on the whole, they

have found the courses to be a worthwhile investment.

(c) Your si nature on the a lication is important. It indicates that you

believe that he course app ie or is appropriate for the applicant and that the

high !school will accept transfer credit when it has been earned. Tile approved

application will be accepted unless, of course, the subject has been discontinued
or withdrawn temporarily for lack of materials.

The state does not impose its program on any school; we offer it to those who

mirth it. Nor do we wish to lure away any student, even for a single course.
Hie/her tirst obligation is to the local high school, but our courses may be
regarded as part of the local high school curriculum. The decision is up to'the

school. We'll gladly discuss courses with any student, but we will not accept

an enrollment without the guidance counselor's signature.

Supervised study. A school is not obligated to provide supervised study for

a correspondence student, but often it may be advisable to do so. Mich depends

upon how Auch self-discipline and drive a given student possesses. "I need the

2 2
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credit to graduate's is often an incentive, but perhaps not sufficient incentive

for a student who hds never lived by his own plans. Classes make daily demands;

correspondence courses make no such demands and may be easily overlooked for

months at a time.

1 x number of students are taking as many different correspondence courses,
perhaps they could be assigned to a. study hall arnEFEOhce or twice a week.
Someone should see that they work on the course, not on something else. Perhaps

also the student should notify his guidance counselor whenever a lesson is submitted.
0

If several"students are studying the same course, starting at about the same
time, a slightly different kind of supervision might be used. A small amount of

classroom teaching might be included. Insane cases it would be possible for the

correspondence instructor to meet his/her students. Sometimes iSneral guidance

rather than the teaching of content is the greater need. Any teacher, even a

teacher's aide, Jould point out that a list of points is not a discussion and
advise the student to rethink the question.

In short, supervised study can be provided at no expense to the school. It

may involve some teaching, but general guidance and encouragement are even more
important. -

Proctoring examinations. Every correspondence course for high school credit

must be completed with a supervised final examination. (Thelesson average and

the final examination grade count equally in determining the final grade for the

course.) Some students choose to take their examinations in our Boston test room

(100 Arlington Street, Boston) on Saturday mornings. Host high school students,

however, will choose to take their examination at their local high school.

It is the student's responsibility to find someone to proctor his examination

and arrange for the time (if he does not use the Boston test roam). Usually the

guidance counselor is asked, and we are notified accordingly. The test is sent

to the designated proctor in a sealed envelope within the mailing envelope.

Once in a while you may be asked to proctor an examination for someone

who is neither a high school student nor a former local student. Example: a

taxpayer who moved to your town after leaving school. .

It is important that the examination be given under the same conditions that

class examinations are given. It is possible (but not probable) for a student

to .cheat his way .through the lessons, but he cannot 'lean on others during a

supervised examination. He roust hav& both a passing or better lesson average

and a passing or better examination grade to receive credit for the course.

Our examinations are scheduled for three hours, although instructors are

requested to prepare examinations equivalent to a two-hour class examination.

The bonus hour recognizes the fact that correspondence students may not be

used to working under the, time restrictions which are customary in the classroom.

While no one should be ,compelled to utilize the bill three hours, students should

be encouraged to spend at least two hours on the examination andto read over
their work carefUlly berorrEUning it in.
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No fees are paid for proctori#g examinations. We appreciate your courtesy

in performing this service'(and we ask our students to say "thank you"). "In

return we offer you all the service that we can in providing educational oppor-

tunities for your students.

Note: When a student completes a course satisfactorily (paesing or better
lesson average plus passing or better examination grade), we

(a) send a certificate (5 1/1 x 8 1/2) directly to the'student. The

certificate shows the name of the course, credit earned, and final
grade.'

(b) soncLan official transcript to the hieh school. An unofficial carbon

copy is sent .to the student. '

10

(c) invite the student to complete a 5 -page evaluation questionnaire

pertaining to the course and the instructor. This may be done

anonymouslY.

20

Your tools. As you match up students and courses, certain specialized tools

are-available to you.

(a) This manual. This is your guide bookrit provides information and

ideas not prevroWiy available in one plage: Note edpecially the samle pages

from various study' guides.

(b) The correspondence course cateloK (issued at intervals of 3 to 4

years.). The catalog is available in quantity. It, contains considerable general

information about correspondence courses (advantages, study guide, authors and

faculty, how to study; etc.), administrative detail such as credit, grades,

supervised examinations, certificates,,etc. as well as course descriptions. Two

application blanks are included in the centerfold of each catalog.

Unlike most catalogs, this catalog contains descriptions which not only

inform, but also make the coarse sound interesting. The description isn't just

for the record, :it has la "selling" job to do!

(c) Flyers (ffle x 11") for e h course are also available. A flyer

usually includes a more complete cours description than the catalog. It is

useful for the person who knows "for s re" exactly what course he wants, -but

wants to know more about it. Flyers nave a distinctive letterhead and are

suitable for posting on the bulletin, oard.

(d) Application blanks. Separate application blanks (in addition to

those within eitc1=377)yocatailog) are available in quantity. Please note

that' the guidance couniolor must sign at the bottom of the front side. of the

application blank..
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(e) Guide to Independent Study throuzh Correrdence Instruc on published
by the National.Universiy Extensf..o4Association. (t-lery other y r . $1.00.
Useful but not required. This Guide lists all the subject areas (not course names)
covered by the 61 members of NUEA. who offer correspondence courses.( Thirty-six
members offer high school credit courses. (If you don't have the Chide but want
a quick answer, call Correepondenge Instruction 4assachusetts Department of
Education. _The phone number, is (47) 727-5784.)

(f) How to Study a Corres ondence Course is every student's how- to -do -it
book. 'cry Einishedautomatic whenever a student enrolls in a course.
Unfortunately, those who need it most are least likely to use it. If a
counselor or teacher has read the booklet, he/she may provide just a little
extra inoentive by pointing out appropriate passages in akindly way.

(g) Yearbook of 2gis12411.111 Student Work. Unfortunately, the Yearbook
isn't available every year, but tUFFITe'i-Tew old copies on hand and a :Ow,,
issue is scheduled for late 1974. The Yearbook is a .sampling of student paps'
which the.faculty has found outstanding. In order to. be included, a paper must
be more than just another A paper which is factually borrect throughout. It .

must show some or all of these qualities: unusual skill in writing or. rt works
a lively imagination, unusual insight or perception, originality, or logical
thinking in handling a difficult situation*

The purposes of the Yearbook are (a) to encourage students to do their
beat (b) to reward students by including samples of their work and (c) to show
the high quality of work ijhich can be done in correspondence courses.

(h) Radio tau. Radio tapei of.two separate_radio interview broadcasts
are-aysiliaron a loan basis. Some schoo:s have made their tam from one

of the master tam. Each tape given considerable informatiohtone tape
minutes; another tape - 30 minutes) about correspondence courses. Although of

interest to guidance counselors themselves, the tapes are perhaps used most
effectively when a student descends unexpectedly on a busy guidance office to ask,
What are correspondence courses all about?"

f
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE PAGES FRoM 20 CORRESPONDENOE COURSE STUDY GUIDES

. .

Twenty (20) of the 140 high school cred...t-courses are represented in the
following sample pages. Some pages include a portion of the study guide commentary; .)

other pages. are devoted to selected homework exercise4. Still other pages give
excerpts from both the Commentary and the homework. 7r a few cases the sample ends
toO.soon - just to toase yowl .

.
,

22

ea,

. In short, these pages will whet your appetite. But remember that many other
pages which are.just as intereeting might have been chosen instead of these samples.

i .
-

114ART

.

peic Drawing Techniques
terior Design

23

24

BUSINESg' Bookkeeping < 26
Gregg-Shorthand "..\ 28
Business Law
Small Business Mknagement

w
29

32

ENGLISH English for Everyone' 34
English XI, College Preparatory 36
Ehglieh XI, General 38
English XII, General 140

Bible Background for Modern Literature t . 42

1,00UAGES German I 1414.

MATHEMATICS Business Mathematics 145
Geometry 4,

SCIENCE Earth Science 50
Chemistry . . 51
Foods and Nutrition 53

SOCIAL SCIENCES American History 56
Black History 58
Consomertconomics 60

Articles p pared for professional publioatigns

0
4
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%rale a pace from the study guide for a Ihobby4 course in art.

lasic Draping-Techniques HST;

23

Lets look at outdoor oictures. Your ova hands are the simplest kind of porter
.

Wals7raifgael7 Had your rigbt hand in front of your face, fingers pointing
left, thumb extended upward. Sight along the top of your forefinger. Your left
hand can be,moved aprons in 'front of tab right hane,-to fore! a movable third aide0
of a'rectangle. You have a view Linder. -Nov look for aecenel

A finder card is also useful. :Alt a rectangle from a stiff piece of cardboard. ,
This.framemey be held horizontally or vertically and moved about at will. Hold it
in front of your eyes, first at eye level. Raise- it or lower it until you find
something of interest.

Getting reitiv A sketchbook and a light. board or a .sketch pad of paper, pen-
cils, a knife, sandpaper, a view finder, and an eraser are all that you need to take
with you for outdoor sketching. Ibicaauaually sit on a fence, a rock, a stump,
'or a bank and hold your sketching pad on your kpees or place it on a nearby object.

took around with your view-finder, but decide quickly on what you are to draw.
Ererything looks beautiful; the tendency is to try to include ail that you see, but
this in inartistic. Instead, choose a simple interesting subject. Content yourself
with sketching a clump of bashes with some surrounding landscape in the background;
trees and hills in the distance a single tree or, group of trees; a boat at anchor
or a:boat pulled'up.on shore.

How to ovganize. Take your sketch ng paper and draw a rectangle as large as
the paper permits. This will be theirea of your picture. Will your center of
terest-(the main object yOu ulah to draw.) look better in a horizontal picture or
up ght pOture? Your view finder will help you to decide.

If your landsbaPe,is to be a poplar tree or a sailboat with a high mast, an
upright picture will look best. A landscape of low rolling hills or fields 9r a
bit of ocean with rowboat paled on :shore deserves a horizontal picture.

A
As a beginner, you may find-it helpful to divide the picture area into three

vertical parts. The purpose of this division is to help you to place your center
of interest or focal point. The focal point may be a building, ,house, or boat; it
useAlly falls on the upright line marking either the first or second third of the
picture,.area.

Now divide your picture area horizontall into thirds. Locate your horizon
line either on the first or second division ine, depending on-whether you prefer a
high horizon or a low horizon. The horizqn may be either curved or straight.

The'horison line represents your eye level as you look at the picture. It may
be an imaginary line.- All lines below tIns horizon line will slant up as they con-
verge toward the vanishing point; al lines above the horizon line will slant down
toward their vanishing points. This is true regardless of the size of the objects..teingdrawn. The acne rules which applied to the small cube and the books ceAhe
table apply here.
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Interior Design, Part 2

Assignment 15: Your First Comprehensive Decorating Problem
A, Complete Room

In Assignment 12, you looked at apecial rooms. In Assignment 13, you concen-
trated on investigating the costs of items you would need in a specific situation.
In Assignment 14, you completed a project complementing your plans for the situation,
or helping to defray the cost in some way. Having completed this groundwork, you
are ready to concentrate on the details. Where do you go from here?

As you'have already considered the use of, the room, the decor, the individual
furnishings, the costs of the nets items, acid what you can do yourself, you are ready
to begin.

214

.

.

If no repair work or remodeling is necessary, you begin by selecting the color
for the floor. Hart, plan the colors and/or coverings for the walls.. (Remember ,

that, by tinting the walls a lighter value of the floor color, you increase the
apparent size of the ream.)

Select the fabrics for the large pieces of ,.furniture and then proceed to the
'drapes, pillows, etc. Complete your color scheme with accents.

It is a good idea; as you know, to assemble all of your samples on a swatch
card to be sure that they will make a harmonious combination. (A swatch card is a
single piece of paper the size of this sheet.) You will see from the diagram
(page 6S) how this process can be accomplished. The decorator tries to keep the
amounts of each color on the card relative to the amounts he plans for the room, to
achieve some idea of the balance involved. From your swatch card, you will see
immediately whether or not the colors you have selected will look well together.
You should also study each color in the light of the room you are decorating.
Lighting can have a great effect on color, and sometimes this. effect is not an im-
provement. (For example, a light ,yellow may look pretty as a papIt chip, but may
produce an undesirable yellow green tint when applied to a large space.) lOu might
be smart to get a small can of your major color and try it on a small portion of the
space, just to be, sure!

Also, as you proceed, you will find it helpful to make a scaled floor plan
(review Assignment 9) so that you can experiment with the arrangemant7R furniture
in the room. This step sometimes seems tedious to the beginner but, once its merits
are recognized, the strain of arranging and rearranging furniture is eliminated and
the whole process is much more flan. flake sure that you consider the location of
electrical outlets and radiators when you make your floor plan. Drawings which show
the furniture placed against riach wall (illustrated on text page 20, figure 3) make
it easier to visualize the room. (The study guide shows a scale model floor plan
at this point.)
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1. Using a yardstick or eztenslon ruler, measure the length aneld

of your room.

2. Convert the measurements to inches (V 1 foot.) Apply the. room measure-

ments to the graph paper. (For exaiple, a room which 12 feet by 20 feet would

measure 3 inches by 5 inches on your scaled,plan.) Draw a double line outside the

floor line (see diagram) so that doors and windows maybe indicated.

3. Measure the height of the ceiling and draw the walls as showh in the
diagram. An 8 foot ceiling drawn on scale would measure 2 inches.

hat, Starting in the corner of the room, tasure the width of each wall apace,
window, door, and the fireplace, if you have e.

25

in feet)

5. Indicate where these, and any other architectuial features, occur on your
room plan. (See diagraM.)

5. Men the genetal pier! of your room is completed, you are ready to measure
the furniture in the same manner. Make furniture patterns in the same e scale

(see Figure 5 on page 22 of the text), and arrange them in the beat floor plan you
can. The floor plan should show the furniture arrangement.

Exercises To Be Completed For Correction:

1. Please refer to the exercises you did in lessons 13 and 114. You will now

complet& the situation you used in lesson 13. Present the total plan for the room

so that it will be visually clear to the instructor. Include a floor plen of the

room and a swatch card showing the actual color samples of the furnishings of the
room. Pictures and drawings to describe the style of furniture, draperies, and
accessories should also be included to show how you have coordinated the total plan.

2. Did systematic planning make your decorating project more artistic than it

otherwise would be? Did planning make your project more functional? Did you save

money by planning? Are you satisfied that planning is worthwhile?
Discuss these question°.

2 9
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Bookkeeping can be made simple! The following selections from Bookkeeping,

Parts 1 and 2 (1 HSU) illustrate the point.

Bookkeeping, Partl

rose withdrawing money from the busiueaS seem like an uncertain substitute for

a weekly paycheck? It is not intended to be a regular transaction. Let's look at

the situation broadly.

The owner of Day Gift Shop doubtless does a hard day's work in actively managing

the store. As manager, she.shoultIreceive whatever salary she would have to pay

someone eleeto'manage the store!

The owner has also invested I number of dollars in her-own business. If she

had deposited the money in a bank or had invested money in acme other: business
(perhaps by buying stock in a corporation), she would expect a- return of 6% or

more. She should pay herself that same return on her investment in the butimessi
If she borrowed money from a bank she-would have to pay more than 6% for the same
Amount of money.

Clearly then, the owner should receive a weekly salary (debit Salary Jcpense,
credit Cash, and interest on her investment (debit Interest Expense, credit Cash).
Up to this point she is treating herself in the same way that others would be treated
if they contributed labor and money to the business. But there are additionalA01
and sorrows in being the owner. If the bueineis prospers, the capital account in-
creases (credit) as the profit for each period is added to the previous credit
balance of the capital account. It is part of this profit that the owner chooses
to withdraw. It is here alone -- her reward for assuming the risks of ownership,
risks which neither the employee nor the ordinary crellitor need take.

But there is another aide to the pieturo. Suppose the business falls upon
evil times. In short, it fails -- as most businesses do within seven years! There

is not enough money for the owner to pay her own salary or the interest that 10 due
her. %roe than that, sales have declined and liabilities increased to, the point
that more and more of the original capital is eaten up. The owner loses fourwAys
-- reduced capital, little or no salary, no interest, and no profits!

We hope you realize by now that just because there is cash in the till (and
perhaps more cash than before) it doesn't mean the business is profitable. If

the owner isn't taking a salary and isn't taking a return on investment, any:profit
figure.which shows on. the balance sheet isn't correct. There may not be any profit

at all! Furthermore., the income tax paid on business profits is too high because it
is based. on an unrealistic profit figure.

47-

* * * * * * * * * *

:U
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Bookkeeping, Part 2

We may generalize by saying that office supplies are used up while office
equipment depreciates or loses its value through use. If we use 1/4 ok the office
supplies, these supplies are no longer available for further use, but 3/4 of the
aupplies are available in perfect condition. On the other hand, if a mimeograph
machine has depreciated 1/4 (according to our estimates), we still have available S
for further use one mimeograph,machine, but its market valUe is probably no more
than 3/4'bf what it originally was.

Notice that the .ordinal cost of the office equipment continues to be shown
in the ledger accouneifiaTanglialange sheet. The adjusting entry to record
estimated depreciation is as follows:

Depreciation Expense of Office Equipment xxx

Accumulated Depreciation of Office Equipment dam

lie debit entry indicates an expense for the fiscal period; the credit entry
is used restating the present value of the asset. The balance sheet will show
the office equipment at its original cost less the accumulated depreciation up to
the' present time. (See. page 588.)

Students often assume that the various Accumulated Depreciation accounts are
piles of cash set aside ao that they may be used at a later time. This is not so.
Accumulated Depreciation of Office Equipment is not a fund which will be large
enough to purchase a net/ mimeograph machine when-EE6 old one is worn out. The
various reserve accounts are merely bookkeeping entries to adjust the records to
show current values (in the Balance Sheet) and to give an accurate picture of
expenses (in the Income Statement). As you should.realize by now, this adjustment
is necessary so that the owners will know what their profits or loam are and so
that their taxes may be based on realistic profit or loss figures.

You will notice that the Cash account is not affected by any of the trans-
actioneinvolving depreciation. If cash were set aside there would need to be
deductions from cash (credit entries) and corresponding debits to new asset
accounts. Probably the majority of businesses are not able to tie up a con-
siderable portion of their cash in this way as the cash is needed for daily
operating expenses.

31
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The first 15 lessons of this course are entirely in narrative form. What
Debbie and Tom actually do is described. (see last half of page). Their dialogue
at the top of the page not only makes a poiht about writing, new words in short-
hand, but also emphasizes an administrative detail about registration.

Gregg Shorthand, Part 1(1 HSU for both parts)

ASSIGNMENT (SECTION) 15
.)

INTRODUCTION

"Tom, I hope that everyone who is studying shorthand with us has registered
for Part 2. It would be a shame to get this far uith a skill and then drop it."

"Yes, I agree with you. I'm glad that we took care of this detail some time
ago; but, of course, it would not be too late even now to register for it."

"We will soon be'able to write words which we've never seen in shorthand
before. Maybe there are some which have never been written in outlines. Let's
see---what about Watusi or Frug. They don't come up in business much." When
Debbie made this observation, Tom replied:

gi'll bet I can figure them out now. Let's try." They sound them out pro-
perly and---lo and behold---"oo-aw-too-se" "f-r-oo-gay."

Can you think of such words to try?

SECTION 15 - STUDY RETIREMENT

Since there are to be two new prefixes presented in this Section and one
new suffix, Debbie and Tam review rather quickly those word beginnings which
they have already learned. They read, spell, dictate aloud as they write each
outline once, in the following paragraphs: Par. 104) Page 61; Par. 107,. Page 61k;

. Par.'11O Page 65; and Par. 114 Page 66, par12.1gapageEt is very easy to
understand, especially after they have read it, spelled and traced it, and writ-
ten it along with its Quick Check 3 times. So is Par. 116, Page 68, and the
Quick Check which they study in the same way.

Par. 117, Page 69. This is a bit longer, but they find the content inter-
esting and the punctuation a bit challenging. However, as they read the short-
hand, trace it, dictate the material aloud in longer thought units for their
writing, and then transcribe it; they realize again that they are constantly
learning new things or remembering things that they had learned some years ago.

tr) ra
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Business Law H3U)

Lesson 7
41

Study Requirement: Text, Unit 4 Buyer and Seller (continued)

Part 4 D Warranties and Product Liabilities
Part 4 E Rights and Remedies
Part 4 - F Consumer Protection

Review the study guide notes in the previous lesson, particularly the portions
Pertaining to warranties, rights and remedies, and consumer protection.

.Role Playing. Xt is helpful in solving a legal problem to see the situation
from the viewpoint of each of the participants. One way to do this is to partici-
pate in role-playing. You assume a role and act as if you were the person you are
representing. To do this effectively, you must know something about the total
problem and how the person whose part you play feels about it. When using role;
playing in this. correspondence course, we ask you to write out the dialogue
which might be spoken by each part in the case.

If you have difficulty in thinking up dialogue, explain the situation to a
friend and have him engage in dialogue with you. Then write down, as nearly as
you can remember, what each of you said. Make up any incidental facts which are
not in conflict with the facts as given:

* * * * * * * * *

6. Albert bought a used Ford from Frank who had purcsaased the car from a
local Ford dealer. When Frank bought the car, it came with a two year or 2)4,000
mile warranty on parts. When Albert bought the car from Frank, it had travelled
20,000 miles. Along with the bill of sale, Frank gave Albert a piece of paper
with the words "Guaranteed for 10,000 mile..'." Albert drove the car an additional
6,000 miles at which point the steering wheel,came loose, causing him to hit a pole
and sustain serious injuries. ,Mechanics found that there was an original defect
in the steering wheel column; the wheel could have come loose at any time. What
remedies, if any, are available to Albert? (Use role-playing thod of solution.)

Lesson 12 Employer and Employees

* * * * * * * * * *

Here are some rules for store employees in 1872. They represent good working
conditions - better than one could expect in a factory viLl.n employs large numbers
of unskilled or semi-skilled workers.

1. Office employees each day will fill lamps, clean chimneys and trim wicks.

Wash windows once a week.

2. -Each clerk will bring in a bucket of water and a scuttle of coal for the

day's business.

:3 '3
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4

3. Make your pens cam.ully. You may whittle nibs to your individual taste.

4. Men employees will be given an evezi.ng off each week for courting pur-
poses, or two evenings a week if they go regularly to church.

After thirteen hours of labor in the office, the employee should spend
the remaining time reading the Bible and other good books.

6. Every employee should lay aside from each pay day a goodly sum of his
earnings for his benefit during his declining years so thathe will
not become a burden on society.

7. Any employee who smokes Spanish cigars, uses ;iquOr in any form, or
frequents pool and public halls or gets shaved in a barber shop will

give good reason to suspect his worth, intentions, integrity, and
honesty.

8. The employee who has performed his labor faithfully and without fault
for five years will be given an increase of five cents per day in his
pay, providing profits from business permit it.

The common lei; then and now.:

You will recall that the common law (the unwritten, law of custom and usage
which gradually gets written into thousands of court decisions) had as its ob-
jective the safeguarding of life, liberty, and the property of people. Under

this common law, the employer had certain duties i.e.

- to fUrnish a reasonably safe place of work.
- to employ a sufficient number of competent fellow workers.

- to point out any risks utich are not self-evident.

Balanced against these duties, were the common-law risks of the employee
i.e. the risks of.inam due to his own negligence, injury from the normal risks
of the trade, and injury from carelessness or negligence of fellow workmen.

Note that the common law is not based on a code but on what judges have

decided is fair and just over the generations in hundreds and even thousands

of similar cases. This results in a continuous process of gradual change.

On the whole, this is a democratic process with both stability and flexibility.
Instead of an arbitrary definition, of "reasonable" to code), we have the benefit

of a tremendous number of informed opinions as to reasonableness. The common

law is not imposed from above, but reflects both the conditions of the times
and judicial Elaons as to what is fair and just.
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But the more rapidly times and conditions change, the more inadequate
the common law becomes. New circumstances, new conditions, new pressures call
for legislative action at thc national, state, or local level. The crystal-
lized thinking of the people ot a given time, expressed through their elected
representatives, substitutes"sIatitory law for common law. Judges continue to
make decisions, but the decisions must be within the framework of the statutes.
The common law on the subject has not been abolished, but it has been modified
(perhapS drastically) as of a given moment, instead of changed gradually over
a very long period.

Workmen's compensation laws are an example of drastic substitution of.
statute for common law practice. The employer can no longer put all the blame
on the employee. In the absence of unions, the employer often shrugged off
responsibilities by claiming that the employee was injured due to his own
carelessness, the normal risks of the occupation, or negligence of fellow
employees. It was difficult for the 19th century workman to prove that his
employer was very unreasonable under the common law. Reasonableness and
risk were in conflict. Precedent more often favored the employer than the
employee. In the generations of the "rugged individualist," there was little
social concern. Perhaps it is significant also that the judges were of the
upper social class - the injured worker was not.

Workmen's compensation laws were inevitable. In our present-day complex
society the common law remedy is unworkable. There would be endless litigation
about who was negligent or at fault. Qur social concerns and the pressures
behind them demand a better solution. Through law and through public and/or
private insurance, there is a better way. The old employer - employee conflict
is replaced by two fairly simple questions.

1. Did the injury arise out of and occur during the course of employment?
2. What is the extent of the employee's injury (frequently a medical

question)?

* * * * * * * * * *

15. Jon worked ad a laundry deliveryman. One day his delivery load was
extremely heavy; he decided at 3:30 p.m..to go to his girlfriend's house for
a cold drink. Her house was only two blocks off his route. At'3:50 p.m. he
left his girlfriend's house and was about to renew his route when he was in-
volved in an automobile accident. The driver of the other car brought suit
against the owner of the laundry, contending that Jon was an employee in the

course of his employment. Is this contention correct? (Answer by the role-

playing method.)

:35
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Here are excellent examples of tell...nra ,Ttory,to makea.192.RI Note that the
military stories apply in a civilian situation. (Reproduction rights to this course
were sold to, a leading midwesern state university.)

Small Business Management ('k HSU)

Do you treat everyone the same way? Sometimes employers think that equal
treatment means that everyone is being treated fairly. Such is not the case. A
reprimand which would, be a severe blow to some employees would not even faze others
at ail. Your remarks must be tempered to the particular individual.

In short, we must admit that people should be treated differently because
people are different. Some people-have a real aptitude for mechanics, others have
a knack for academic work, others enjoy dealing with figures and formulas,, others
much prefer solving human problems. Our differences are probably greatest in the
realm of personality. Differences become very obvious when comparing different per-
sonalities. You must recognize these personality differences and not try to treat
everyone as if there were only one kind of personality.

Does the oweer know how to be "people-centered"? Suppose a manager is informed
that a waitress just tripped with a-tray of soup. 'that is his reaction? He might
say, "Was anybody hurt?" or he might say, 'Did she spill it on the new rug?" or he
might say, "I told her to be careful only this morning!"

/

What do these various remarks tell employees about the manager? Yhe first
manager is definitely "people-centered" because he shows above all his concern for
people. People will work for him more effectively than they would for any othei
manager. The second manager disregards people and shows his interest in property.
The third manager is the least competent of all because he thinks only of himself.
You may be sure that the manager's commont was passed along the grapevine and the
employees reacted according of the spirit of the manager's response. (Example
furnished by Small Busineds Administration.):

Leadership is often put to a severe test under wartime conditions. In one
instance, a seaman was washed overboard during a wartime blackout. Wham the captain
of the ship was notified, he ordered all lights turned on and launched a rescue
party. This action, spoke louder than words. Every man aboard -ship soon realized
that the commander cared about him and was Willing to risk his own reputation and his
own safety to help a man in need.

Another example is found in a situation in which our troops were being severely
beaten back. Cut off from all support, and without food, it seemed only a question
of time before the American forces must surrender. The only food available was a
few choice items which the commander's sergeant had saved. The sergeant, being
thoughtful of his commander, prepared a tasty meal, which he offered to the com-
mander. Hach to the sergeant's surprise, the commander ordered the food destroyed
immediately in his presence. Nothing further was said, but the message was carried
over the grapevine: "The 'old man! cares about us." This thought so rallied the
troops that they managed to repulse the enemy successfully and win the day.

If the manager has the right coMbinatir6 of personal qualities, he will inspire
his helpers to do their best. For one thing, the manager needs the courage to make

1
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decisions and to take risks. If he is constantly avoiding issues, postponing them,
or passing them on to someone else, he Kill lose respect. His employees would rather
see him make an honest mistake than to try to be always right by taking no stand at
all.

A competent manager has the ability to deleote some of the responsibility to
other employees. This delegation does not relieve him of his own responsibility, but
it gives.others an opportunity to work meaningfully and effectively. In general, it
is best to describe the results that you desire or to have these,results eVolve from
a discussion of the problem and then leave the employee some leeway as to how he
might proceed to achieve the'desired,results.

An effective manager will realize that people value symbols. A very obvious
symbol which shows what the management thinks of an employee is the appearance of the
employee's offipe. If he is provided with a well-lighted, pleasant place to work,
this indicates that he is regarded as an important,person. His desk and other
equipment should be no more elaborate than those of others unless he has greater
responsibility. Sometimes e'w1 such superf.i.ciel aspects as the length of the cur-
tains and the type of carpeting on the floor.determine the status which an indi-
vidual enjoys within an oronization. Even such a minor symbol as the key to the
washroom which the boss uses is a sign of status and appreciation.

The manager should be particularly careXul to avoid the standard cliches which-
are often without real meaning. Nho has not heard an employer say, "Fie are just one
big happy family in the store,"? Laterthat same day you may hear him lose his tem-
per as he bawls out a young girl who unintentionally made a minor error. No matter
how much he talks about the happy family, if the employees do not feel that they are
a part of a happy family, the remark is worse than useless. Mat one is carries
more conviction than what one says..

Another cliche which is often meaninaess is this: "W door is always open to
anyone who wants to talk with me." Doubtless the employer who says this means m4:111
but look at the situation from the viewpoint of the employee who has a grievance.
He finds that the employer is not there, or is too busy to see anyone, or that he is
cooly received when he finally manages to get by the secretary and into the inner
office. No matter how-annoying and trivial the complaint may be, the employer should
treat it as important because it is important to the man who brings it.

03
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English for Everyone,(1 HSU) is a couse in simplified English grammar .(pre-
sented with a light touch) ,and the cat-moats of ef:ectve ccmpositJ.on (taught through

the use of provocative exercises). !Icing a "Louse of English" concept in which each

part of speech is a given build., mater1.11 the course also includes such innova-
tions as an anagram and a crcssuord puzzle.

Some of the provocative composition exe:..cises follow.

Less 11

14. ',Trite one paragraph only on the topic: "IlY views on the opposite sex," See

how much you can say in this one paragraph without getting bogged down. Emphasize

important points rather than minor points. Stick to the subject and be as specific

as you can.
1

Lesson 13

5. Watch a western drama on television, then report on the story, the leading

characters, and your reaction to the entertainment. Use the following outline as a'

guide. (A six part outline is provided.)

lesson 14

6. Urite an essay of about 250 words on this topic: "I hate ( ) be-

cause ." Insert, after the word "hate", one of your pet hates. It could

be boiled spinach, miniskirts on fat women, salesclerks wh'N call everyone itoney" or
just about anything.

WO hope that your hate concerns an*object or a situation rather than a Person.
It is dangerous to really hate a person; hate tends to destroy the person who hates.
Hate isn't even a safe weapon in combat. In World War II troops were trained to
have, pride in doing the job well rather than to hate the enemy.

thy an assignment like this? Since you ere emotionally involved (you hate) in
the topic, you will no doubt write with conviction and feeling. Your essay will
thus be a better example of English prose than would be, your efforts on a topic

such as price trends in peanut butter in Lower Slobovia.

Lesson 15

7. Here is another essay assignment. Age4 we want a live, true-to-life
. composition so we suggest something which s::: 1d stir you to realistic action.

Write a letter to the editor -- or to Dear Abby, Ann Landers, or the confiden-
tial chat column in your local newspaper. You may want to express your political
views, challenge a government official or candidate for office, or even praise a
public servant. Write about anything fit to print!
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Lesson
-7N

6. (This is an exercise in listen
vivid recollections may be st.imat,015,i a

Sounds may stimulate several, perhaps all,
diesel train in 1941 is used asan example

35

to sounds. The exercise points out that

single sound or a sequence of sounds.

of the five senses. The sound of a

and described in 100 words.)

NOW think of a sound (or listen to .a sound) and see what memories you cana
. recall. Then write your cormnentary in not 10F21 than 15922ELs..

CAE sound will do, but here are a few hints: ocean liner whistle, jet plgne

taking off, surf on the rocka, carousel, tap dance routine:)

Lesson 19

(Here we have the writing of business letters handled in a personal way.)

You are the chairman of the program committee for a local community

organ zation. ;Trite a letter to a Local businessman, doctor, lawyer, or public

Official asking him to speak at your next meeting. Suggest that his topic Areal

with the role that hhs occupp.tion plays in education in your town.

Look at the situation from, his (or her) point of vast. (Detailed suggestions

follow.)

3 o
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Inglish XI, College Preparatory, Fart 1 (1 EU for both parts)

Adventures in American Literature -- "Tragedy and Renewal"

pages 349-358; 367-381 Mark Twain (1835-1910)

Westiond and Commentary

Printer's-devil at the age of twelve, newspaper reporter, Nississippi
steamboat pilot,, Confederate soldier, Nevada prospector, and newspaper humorist:
these experiences were the stuff of Mark Twain's "education." These experiences

tarnished material for his hilarious yarns as well as for the social satire
found in his most enduring works.

When, at the age et thirty, he published "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County," he became at once a national favorite. By the age of fifty.

he had written Huckleberry Finn ncw widely acclaimed by critics as the founda-
tion of all truly American literature, in language as well as in content.

I

To the biographical background in the text (it maybe added) that Sam
Clemens's father, who had been born in Virginara, moved successively toiKentuca7,
Tennessee, and Missouri, always hopefulkof maleang a fortune. His mother resembled

the Aunt Polly of his own books. Young Sam, left without a father at twelve, .

quit school to be apprenticed to a printer. As a journeyman printer, he found
workin St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, and Keokuk, Iowa. He tilenigtned

to piloting on the Mississippi for four years,' but the War Between the States
cut off this career. In 1861 he went to the Nevada Territory as secretary to
his brother, Orion, who had teen aapointed secretary to the territorial governor.
This trap brought him into contact with Artemus Ward and Bret Harte, who
encouraged him to aim at more than mere journalism in his writing. His "Jumping

Frog" (1865) story brought him national attention. Innocents Abroad (1869),

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876), The Prince and the Pauper (1682), Life on

the VississipoiTiM), The 4dventures of Huckleberry Finn numerous(1884), and numers
oth er books followed.

Mark Twain was impulsively openhanded and openhearted, and his business
difficulties reveal the tragedy of hie impulsiveness. He was bitter and
vindictive when his trust was betrayed, and he never recovered from the dis-

enchantment. Among those whose behavior embittered him were his brother Orion;
Charles Webster, his publisher; Bret Harts, a special target of his highly'
articulate wrath; and assorted women who tried to show him off at literary

gatherings. In addition to certain people, Twain hated certain practices and
customs, ranging from slavery to the convention of collar buttons onmen'a dram)

shirts. Eventually, life itself came in for some sharp reprimands, and his latest
writings reflected a growing pessimism.

But Mark Twain loved as thoroughly as he hated. He loved the independent

spirit of his valiant mother. He loved his wife Olivia; his daughters Susy,
Clara, and Jean; his country; animals, especially catsa and the gallant old
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KPresident, Ulysses Grant, who when dying of cancer, struggled to complete his
le memoirs, hoping they would provide an estate f.a. his Widew. (They were subsequently.

published by Nark brain's ceen cempi,ny.) And Twain loved telling stories to make
people laugh. 1

For the reader seeking entertainment, Nark Twain offers stories galore;
for the reader seeking insight as well as pleasure, he has commentaries on
eceial and political lifq that are valid for our day as well as for his own,
Indeed, ,he was often sexed that the public ignored the aericus import of his
writings and seemed to value only the comic features.

"',swain's prime importance lies in his exploration of the American literary
frontier. Pioneering in style and subject matter, Wain discovered and charted
an entirely new domain. What he accomplished is not only expressed in the
brerAly democratic character of his books ... but is reflected in the native
work of others ,following him..

"Eilually great was his liberating effect cm language. He exploited the e

infinite contracte.betereen the writtee idiom and the spoken word. Nore consciously
than any previous writer, he relished and recreated the live vigor of talk, the
color of spontaneous speech, the vivacity of the ccremen tongue. flis ease both

with rhetoric and the vernacular mode his writing unusually flexible, lucid,
brisk, and often brilliant." *

Study and underline, or npttl, the introductory essay on Nark Twain, and
read qhe Buffalo That Climbed a Tree."

1fritc anewere to the following:

1. 14het use see the author make ,oil dialogue? Is it Iiienriat-he
eharecCorizatice, to advance the story, tc accentuate the suspense,
er te eeree eeme ether purpose EXpleen.

2. flt whet point to the etory 15 the suspense at its highest pitch?
Account fel' thie.

1,:41-a "Hie GrataL'eretheee Old ft4M " and write the answers to the, following:

Met did Twain learn fi:el hie early experiences in presenting
'hie eteriee on the lecture platforn7

Hee de the incidents of the loose g'oo eye sad the man caught in the
ef,ap0; mill compare with humorous incidents in the buffalo story?

weed -The Irivate Hi story of a Clmpeagn that Failed," and write answers
to the felleedele:

1 5, -1:,.111,, this herd ef cattle atarted for the war." Explain fully what

'WAD meant by this raentenCe.

;:ode *erld.) Untermeyer; Simen

el 1

hu r New York) 1955.
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A. good guideline for specialized news is this: would it make good dinner-
table conversation tonight in any home in the community? If so, it news.
For example, "Three taps of a pencil may sound the crack of doom for some
unsuspecting cheater as Yourtown College puts thEnstudent honor system into
effect for midterm examinations. Students will police ,their .34n1 examinations
without faculty supervision."

Note that the journalist has a sense of the dramatic; he \rites in terms of

action. ,Aot "only does he zee live3y descriptive words, but his` headlines announce
past events in the present tense. For example, a headline such as "Mayor Blasts
City Council" may appear in your morning newspaper to describe dip event which
occurred the evening before.

1

Amateur ,journalists often lack the essential. 'nose for news" (the ability
to recognize news when you sae it and the abilitylto discover news) and the
ability to tell the story concisely and dramatically. What is more pathetic
than a high school news item which begins "There will be a meeting in Room 20
next Tuesday noon...." No dinner table conversation there.

Attila top of page 186 of your literature text you'may read the following:
"Who, What Where, and When ?'' A. good newspaperman answers these queRtions in his
lead, or first paragraph. He tries to give an accurate description x,. an act

which has occurred -- usually that day. But there is another'important question
which the .newspaperman either through lack of tire or because it is net his job,
usually does not answer. The question is "Why?"

.

Newsmen of today would dispute this last sentence. They would claim that
they, as responsibl, writers, do indeed answer all five questions and often the

. additional question, "How?" Most would concur with the cyclo Americana's

assessment that American journalism has made distinct contributions to world
journalism; to democracy; to the art of newsgathering; to the mechanics of
journalism, to making journalism a responsible, elevated profession.

Take a look now at the newspaper ycu have. Its contents may gall into three

main categories: (1) Factual material, including international, national, regional
and local news; financial news; obituaries; and ads. (These ads may be of two

kinds: display advertising which is inserted in the main body of the news and
classified advertising which is usually given a separate section.) (2) Opinion
and criticism, which includes editorials, cartoons, letters to the editor, book

and theater reviews, and certain features .containing comment and interpretation
which may be contrary to the opinion of the,paper. (3) Entertainment features)

which could include articles on theaters) movies, and sports; comics; and puzzles,.

In newspaper stories the mcst important part is summarized in the first para-

graph with details following. This sequence is almost opposite to the chrono-

logical way in which fiction is often written. Why is that so?
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There are two important reascns: the way newspapers are read and the way
they are produced. No one reads all of every newspaper nor does everyone read
all of every story that he begins. The various news stories compete with each
other for the attention and interest of,the reader. Some stories are given an
advantage becaude the editor considers them more important than others, but
each must get its message across quickly. Newspapers are read more hurriedly
and more selectively than fiction. Also, reading conditions on a subway train
make it necessary to get the point across quickly. Every reader can get the
main points quickly. For further details, continue to read.

Newspapers must be written by many different_ people working on a close time
schedule. It is a real problgm to fit the news into the available space. If
parts must be left out, it can be done easily by leaving off paragraphs, start-
ing at the end. Sometimes a story may be already set in type when it becomes
necessary to tear part of it out to make room for an important new development.

What are some of the characteristics of good news stories and good features?
The better newspapers'try to be constructive rather than negative. They are im-
partial in presenting both sides of the situation. Opinion is expressed on the
editorial page, in signed articles, by the columnists, and in letters from readers.

We might say that a good newspaper is objective -- that is) detached) imper-
sonal or unprejudiced in its viewpoint. It does not try to impose its personal
viewpoint. But the tendency today is to admit that one cannot be wholly objective.
A decision to include one story and leave out another is a personal kind of deci-
sion. ThO emphasis an editor gives by a front page headline is a personal choice.
Other editors will not always agree. Anyone competent to judge news values cer-
tainly has a philosophy and a point of view. Decisions are made on the basis of
that philosophy and viewpoint.

The modern approach is to emphasize interpretation rather than objectivity.
The editor tries to tell factually what happens and also to interpret the signifi-
cance of the news. He realizes that he cannot be wholly objective, but he can
be fair and unprejudiced. His interpretation will not always agree with other
interpretations but he can say, in effect, this is what happened and this is what
it meanssas we see it. The reader can decide for himself whether he prefers the
interpretation of a popular New York tabloid or the Christian Science Monitor. .

Opinion and criticism as found in editorials, cartoons) columns, and letters
to the editor are part of the process of interpretation. They reveal the news-
paper's fairness in allowing other points of view to be heard. When the newspaper
gives its on opinion, it is labeled as opinion and not as news. An unreliable
newspaper would inflict its opinion on readers by "slanting" the news (emphasiz-
ing only information which supports the editor's views) and by eliminating con-
flicting opinions. This situation is seen in its extreme form in countries
dominated by political dictators.

4
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Here is an excellent example of innovation in material and treatment. He

Done Her Erom, a complete novel in cartoon form without wore or music, is intro-
duced n Lesson 1. We are told that the author, alt Gross is a "sharp satirist

and . . a parodist of superb talents.' Satire and parodiare then explained and

illustrated, after which the study guide continues as shown below. (This course

won honorable mention in a national arts and humanities competition, 19710

English General, Part 1 (1. HSU for both parts)/

* * * * ** * * **

With these thoughts in mind, let's turn now to He Done Her Wronp. Why is a

book of cartoons worthy of study in an English course? here are several reasons.
First. English today is thought cf as more than written literature, grammar, and
composition. It is commullicaticn in the broadest sense -- oral speech, communication
of ideas through drawings, paintings, etc., or through music. It may include pre-

senting an idea on film. Sometimes a person who communicates poorly through one
medium can communicate, very effectively by using another dedium. For this reason

you will be given an opportunity to express some of your ideas in pictures in this
course.

Secondly, much of our cwInunication today is through visual means. Since

we are frequently exposed to talevisien drama and films, it is appropriate to rec-
ognize this fact in planning an English course. You will find two f41-length plays
(A Raisin in the Sun and Inherit the Wind) included in this course. In including a
nova without words, we axe using, sometang very much like a silent film.

In the third place, He pone Her asaa,is included because of its own artistic
merit. It is unusual to find a ccmplete novel in cartoon form and more unusual still
to find one worthy of comparison with a cenvent.xnal novel. Not only are the draw-
ings skillfully done, but Vile plot structure is sound and the characterizations
carefully developed. Furthermcre, the satire and parody are Skillfully Carried out.

Finally, Dilt Gross is included to provide you with the experience of looking
at a scene and a sequence of scenes to find meaning. It is considered very proper
to study a famous painting to find meaning. Isn't it equally appropriate to study
hilt Gross to find meaning? Scne cartoons have little meaning; these are full of
meaning!

Cartoons, we are told, were once origin:: full. -sized drawings or paintings
used as models for frescos, mosaics, and taldestries. The common modern meaning is
a single or multi-panel humorous draw-n3 for reproduction in newspapers or peri-
odicals. It was as long ago as 1831 that a Frenchman, Joseph Antoine Plateau,
invented a device to show motion pictorially. The first animated cartoons,in the
United States appeared in 1906 when J. Stuart Blackton did a series for the
Vitagraph Company called 'Humorous Phases of Fanny Faces.'" In the intervening years,
several other animated cartoons appeared, but it was not until 1923 that Walt Disney
started his career with Alice in Wonderland, followed by "dickey, Nbuse in 1925 and
the first full-Length feature, Snowalla, in 1938.
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Milt Gtoss, as Mr. Becker has said, had created his own comic strip as early

as 1915. After World War I, during which he served as a private in the infantry,

he returned to create even more cartoons. His typo cf humor appealed to the great
actor, Charlie Chaplin, who asked Gross to work with him in Hollywood on Tho Circus.
Gross also did the screenplay of his own Wize-Baby comic strip and when tHegrEEFIgs
were finished, he stayed in California togo on iting, working hard at the happy

task of deflating the melodranatic and pompous aspects of American life, including
Hollywood activities.

Let's look at a page of He Done Her Vronp to.see hail this was done. On pages

44-45, we see our coonskin - wearing hero, who has been awaiting the return of his
partner in the fur-trapping business. A. passing hunter has found him in the cabin

of their mountain retreatiand proceeds to tell our hero that his partner is none
other than a skunk and a snake. He goes on to give our hero the shattering news
(notice the expression on our hero's face!') of the marriage of his oily, villainous

partner to -- yes, none other than our hero's beloved! How much more rapidly:this

has been shown in pictures than we could tell it in words.

For example: (again use page. 14) the expressions on the villain's face '(that'
great self-satisfied smile), on the hunter's face (fury at having. to be the bearer
of such news), and on the here's face (shocked disbelief) can all be explained in
a 1-6 masterful brush-stroke.:, whereas it would take several paragraphs to explain
this in writing.

Gross has been able to show us variouo,backgrounds: the forests and mountains
of page 22, the city of page 67 and follomig. We have actual dialogue on the
pages we have just been studyin6 and again on page 46 (uE SAW!). And who could
help but notice the expressions of the Pekingese dog on pages 94-95, 142-143,
148-149 -- to mention just a few of/the pages on which he appears. .

(This course also includes mystery, detective, and western stories, two plays which
were successful films, "body language", a unit an "YOU and Your Job', and an entire,
lesson devoted to sound effects.)
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Here is an excellent example of an Introduction which explains the objectives
of the course and teils\why the course content is important.

Bible Background for Nodern Literature FSU)

Introduction

Is the Bible merely a collection of ancient stories about people who lived and
died thousands of years ago? Is it irrelevant and outmoded? Some people think So.

Others feel that the Bible is at least a timeless literary treasure. Still otherti

are convinced that the Bible is the divinely inspired record of God's actions with-
in human history.' Who is right?

This course 3,8 not concerned with which of these views represents your under-
standing a the Bible; your beliefs are entirely your own business. The authors

are convinced, however, that most of the basic attitudes held by people in our
society are founded upon ideas.and concepts Which can be traced directly to the
Bible. Because this is so, anyone who is seriously interested in reading and under-
standing the literary products of Western civilization had better understand the
essential points of view of the Judeo-Christian Scriptures.

This course focuses on seven primary human questions (basic issues, problems,
or tensions) which challenge every individual no matter when or where he lives.
These questions are not the only fundamental issues dealt with in both the Bible
and modern literature, but they are particularly interesting problems for which we
have excellent illustrations in modern literature. The seven basic issues seleCted

for this course are: guilt and innocence; truth and the world around us; truth and
human behavior; anger and revenge; vocation and commitment; alienation andiecon-
ciliation; suffering, desplir,and hope.

These concerns are so basic that they come up repeatedly in anyone's life.
It is safe to say that they have already had considerable influence on your life;
they will continue to be important in determining your future. But how you think
about these basic questions is not entirely a matter of personal choice. You and
everyone else have been strongly influenced by points of view which come from the
Bible. Even if you. entirely reject the religious belief system of the Bible, you
still live in a society where government, law, custom, values and a thousand de-
tails have been shaped and molded by Biblical standards of human behavior.

Bible Background for Modern Literature is not a course in the Bible RE se.

You will learn many Bible stories nor will you be asked to memorize verses of
Scripture. What you will be asked to do is to read about certain themes or ideas
which run through the entire Bible. Some of the specific vexing questions (which
are included in the seven basic issues previously mentioned) are the following:

At
Is there an H. mate authority?

Hog can I li th a sense of guilt?

What is the point of living?

Is there anything worth dying for?
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tat hope is there for mankind?

hby should I care about embody else?

43

Modern literature repeatealy deals with these age-old problems. Plays, novels,
,

and films communicate what the author believes and how he feels about these funda-
mental concerns. For example, many works raise questions aboiut authority. The

author tries to show what happens to people when they are confronted with the
authority of force; belief, position, or power.

Think of the stories you know about people who resist authority and the diffi-
culties which their resistance causes. Sometimes they win out; more often they are
crushed in the process. But, whatever the outcome, the author has helped us to un-
derstand the pressures and forces which surround the question of authority. He has
helped us to weigh and consider the questions of whether authority is legitimate
and whether it has been rightly or wrongly exercised. The reader grows through this
sort of vicarious experience.

Able Background for Modern Literature is designed to help ,you recognize the
most basic human questions ana oncerns. You will learn how the Bible approaches
these questions and you will also see how these same concerns are reflected in con-
temporary literature. In the process, you will increase your understanding and
appreciation of the Bible at the same time that you are ,reading some very stimulating
ancl worthwhile modern books. You will also gain a new understanding of the central-
ity of the Biblical heritage to any real appreciation of Western civilization.

Let us repeat again that we are not advocating religious beliefs or practices.
WI proclaim no doctrine no matter how worthy it may be or homwidely recognized.
In short, we are not teaching religion, but, to some extent,,wo are teaching about
religion. It is just as appropriate for a state agency to do this as it is for the
public schools to teach the principles of political science but not to teach the
rightness of being a Republican or a Democrat. The 'United States Supreme Court, in
the deci4n which banned prayer and religious services in the public schools, urged
the schools to teachtabout religion because it is part of our culture.

avr
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Our courses in German use a semi*rogrammed text which includes grammar, dia-

logues, vocabulary building exercises, and dialogue variations to develop one's

active vocabulary. Supplemer,ary readers are used to develop passive vocabulary
5;Iggwhich you can recogni and understand, but which you don't use habitually).
The author is very strict acout what must be learned 'and the rocedure for learning

it, but text, readers, and study Guide include considerable cultur information for

background and enjoyment. Each lesson also has a challenge question to stimulate
initiative and Imagination - a mental treat!

German I, Part 1 (1HSU for both parts)

REVIEW page 63

Practice the review in the usual manner until you are sure that, you know each

sentence. Then loop back at cll the gray-shaded areas of the Conversational
Patterns section.

VERB SUIZIARY page 65

Study the verbs in the usual manner. 'lake sure that you test yourself rigor-
ously by not letting yourself look at more, than the infinitive of each verb until
you complete trying to give each form. ..i.

Especially note the irregular' verbs in this lesson. Do you iMmediately rec-
ognize the four dative verbs? If not, review the section about dative verbs.

WIE FAHRT WIN? pages 65-M

Now work on increasing your passive vocabulary. In this reading selection

you will learn a bit about transportation in 'Germany.

Public transportation in Germany is generally better than in the United States.
This is parti;pularly true in the suburbs and rural regions.

Not as many German families as American families cam. cars and the two-car
family in Germany is rare. There is,-perefore, a greater need for efficient public
transportation. Most Germans ride a bus to and from work.

If a German family owns a car, it is usually a European car. There are propor-

tionately more non - American cars in the USA than t'...ere are non - European cars in

Europe. German drivers travel on the right-hand side of the road. Road signs
throughout Europe are standardized; they use pictures mithout words. All German
roads are paid for with government funds; the toll booth is unknown in Germany.

If you wish to ride by train in Germany, you choose a first or .second class rA.

seat. Some third class seats are also available, but not many. The first class
ticket offers the luxury seating, but the second class passenger enjoys comfortable
seating. Seating in the rare third class compartments is usually on wooden benches.

Compartments?' Yes. Every German train is divided into compartments with two
rows of seats fazing each other. A door at the end of the compartment leads to an
aisle that runs the length of the train on one side of the car.

4,
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Business, 11hthematics, Part 2 (1 HSU for both parts)

Lesson l4 (Part of the commentary for this lesson follows. Note that consid-
erable business information is given.)

Once the retail selling price as been determined, ithz are markdowns offered?
It is more than just a matter of increasing sales. Sleds in theTErgan in April,
air coltitioners in the snow season, Christmas cards in January ... these are ex-
amples of a merchant's money tied up in 'dead' stock. These seasonal items take up

'warehouse space which could be put to better use.

Quantity purchases from the wholesaler represent savings to the retailer only
if the goods are sold. A merchant must plan so that he is not stuck with last year's
models in clothing television sets-or automobiles. It may be less costly to 011
at a huge discount now than to store and face and even greater loss next year.
t

Periodic lulls in business (after Christmas, after Easter, and around April 15,
tax time) or local strikes in major industries may cripple retail business in gen-
eral for a time. Competition between merchants selling the same product may cause
a retailer to resort to drastic action. These are some of the reasons for discount
sales.

Certain terms commonly used in sellinc are often misunderstood. Gross profit)
for is mot profit: at all. A more appropriate word is EE1010(p 338)
which refers to the difference between the cost. price And the selling price. Margin
includes the operating expenseb ind net profit, if any. Mark-up is another term
which means the same as margin.

In any given problem, the dolttr amount of gross profit, margin, and mark-up is
exactly the same. The difference is mostly in point of view. We need to be familiar
with all three names becaUse they are all commonly used, perhaps as a matter of cus-
tom.

Gross means the whole without any deductions (see your diction rr,or what the
profit would be if there were no operating expenses. Of course there are always
operating expenses and many of them are difficult to control. Margin implies an
amount of money which is allowed to cover all operating expenses both seen.and un-
seen; arty money not used by expenses is profit.

MIrtc-up refers to the practice of marking the price UP from the cost price.
That is a quick way to find the selling price, but it is not the way which usually
makes the most sense. Men mark-up is u6ed as a percentage we should always make
clear whether we mean mark-up on cost or mark-up on selling price.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Sales are our whole pie, or base, or the complete unit which is broken down
into.many parts. The money toUTy merchand'ise, to pay salaries and otWi75erating
expenses, and'the profits themselves must\csme from sales. Mathematically, you
could find what percentage the operatini, expenses are of the distance to the moon,
but the answer wouldn't mean anythd_ng. It does mean something to say that the sales
represent 100,;, that the cost of goods sold is Lc;:, of sales and the margin is 40% of
sales. Later on we may discover that the profit is 5,!, of sales. If that is true,
then the operat_pg expenses are of sales. (If this isn't clear, draw yourself
a pie chart or a bar chart and label the parts.

When we use the sales price as the base it i easy to make meaningful compar-
isons. You should realize that if some expenses computed as a percentage of the
cost of goods sold and others are figured as a perceRtage of sales, the two percent-
ages can't be compared. But, in the example above, y u can see at a glance that the
margin is two-thirds of the cost of goods sold. (40 ivided by 60,;)

Comparisons also need to be made with other busineses and with government
information about sales. If the retailer finds that 35,E 4.s the recommended margin
for stores like his and he figures that margin on cost, he is likely to lose money.,

Suppose aszat)Achant has $500 in sales. The goods cost him 025
-- 35% of ,500 equals $175 margin needed for profitable operation. The
merchant expects to Make 51, (Z) profit if only $150 is needed for operating
expenses. (Note that 35% is the recommended margin.)

Another merchant buys the same goods at 025, but figures his 35:v margin on
cost. His margin is thus 0.13.75 which is $61.25 less than the recommended
amount, ($175 - $113.75 =

This merchant not only went without a possible $25.00 profit, but also suffered
an estimated $36.25 loss. ($25 f36.25 = 01.25, the amount less than the $175
recommended margin.)

In the case of the second merchant, his price wasn't right! Too bad he didn't
understand the lesson you are now studying.

The rate of failure among small buSinesse is very high. Surveys have shown
that about hag of the small businesses estab ished fail within three years. The
great majority of these failures are the re t of the lack of managerial ability
and the lack of experience.

How can we cut the failure rate: Insurance agents are licensed, electricians
and plumbers are licensed, automobile drivers are lisensed. Some people believe
that retailers should be licensed, that they should be required to complete a course
such as this one (for example) and have a little practical "road experience" before
going into business for themselves.

Is it just the small retailer who gets hurt when he fails? Think about it.
Would a license requirement help? No one knows for sure, but what do you think?

1) t
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Geometry, Parts 1 and 2 (1 HSU for both parts)

The course emphasizes the use of logical reasoning in the development
of proofs rather than the memorization of proofs., In addition to the
textbook problems, each lesson includes a practical problem or, in most
capes, a humanities-type problem which challenges the imagination. Here

are some selected homework questions which show the humanities approach.

tessow2

Thought question. You have learned that basic assumptions.oi statements
which we can safely take for granted are known as postulates. Not only in
geometry, but in many non-Aathematical areas, people will make a statement as
if it were a postulate when actually it is not. (Example: "American precincts

are better than those from any other country.") In an area such as economics,

politics, psychology, or religion, give two examples of a statement which is
incorrectly, made as a postulate. In each case show Rhy.the statement is not
a postulate.

Note: Would you like an example of a reasonably good postulate in a
non -exact field? Take this one:

Postulate: "Death comes to all persons."

This we cannot prove, but we assume that the statement is true because
in outs time we are-unaware o4 individuals blessed or damned with immortality.
But does this hold true for the future? We can't be absolutely sure, but
past experience, in the Civilizations we know about, indicates that it is
indeed a fact that "Death comes to all persons." The statement then is a
good postulate.

Lesson 8

Thought question. General "Stonewall" Jackson, a noted Civil War hero,
was a-EafErTiatics teacher before entering the military service. In what

ways might General Jackson's mathematics and teaching background be useful
to him in the military service? Keep in mind that the usefulness might
vary as an individual rises in rank from non-commissioned officer to general.
Discuss.

Lesson 9.

Thought question. (a) Dra a polygon or other geometric figure of your
own choice. See ailie sample po ons on pages 119-122 inclusive.)

(b) Your polygon or other figure reminds you of what plant, tree, shrub

or flower?

(c) Why? (Hint: In what ways are the geometric ,figure and the growing

vegetation similar?) .

0
(d) In what ways are the two unlike?

51
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Note: The purpose of this exercise is to get ycu to see geometric figures
Mew ways and to relate abstract figures to living situations. It is

also an exercise in using your imagination which in itself makes it worth-
while.

Lesson 10

Thought question. Look closely at the familiar EXIT sign so often seen in

public buildings.
v.

(a) Vhat geometric symbols do you see? ,Show exactly where each concept

occurs. (Hint: Line segmbnts may be extended indefinitely.)

(b) Design an alternative sign to replace the exit sign. You may, want

to use letters of the alphabet only, geometric symbols only, or a
combination of the two., Keep in mind that some people who use public

buildings do not speak English.

Note: This question shows how geometry may be used to develop a ne4 type of

useful product: We should not assume that familiar answers are the best answers.

Lesson 11

Thought question.

(a) Draw 5 or more different geometric figures of about equal size. (You

are already familiar math quite a few figures, but note also the more

unusual ones in the lattei half of Chapter 6.)

(b) Assume now that each of these figures represents a persqq. These "persons"

are milling about at an informal cocktail party. You are to humanize

these figures by the human qualities or characteristics which

each. figure suggests. You may put cartoon faces on these shapes if you
wish, but the human qualities are in the figures themselves, not in the

added faces. (Hint: Does one of the figures suggest strength? Does he

or she take a firm stand on issues? Can you imagine this "person" as a

contractor who builds homes ?)

(c) Explain why each figure seems to hav6 the qualities and characteristics

which you have assigned to it.

Lesson 20

Practical problem. This is an actual traffic situation. Five two-lane roads

come together at a busy intersection. No road is perpendicular to any of the
others. Because of space limitations. and the nature of the terrain, a traffic
circle is not practical. The intersection is zoned for business; the streets
approaching the intersection are residential.

Residents of the neighborhood.are opposed to having either an overpass or

an underpass; other taxpayers also object on the grounds that such (structures

would be too costly.

ri)

a
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Draw one or more sketch,,s w ach will indicate your solution .to this traffic
problem. Show in each instance how traffic frco each street can make either a left
or right turn in any of the other streets.- /

Lesson 24

Imaginative problem. Nape two products which might be improved by taking
advantage of geometric principles. Explain exactly how you would improve each
product or its container (if you prefer).

Here, some tints:

1. Yould your product (or its container) be im
were substituted for'i.ectanglesti If so, wbyt

if equilateral triangles "

2. Most consumer canned goods come in containers shaped like a cylinder,
Would another shape use shelf space in a grocery store more efficiently?
What changes in shape might be helpful to'consamers?
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Science courses can be made relevant to the needs of today. Uafortunatelye

many adults do not realize the importance of space activities.

Earth Science, Fart 1 D. 22U for both arts)

Through the' use of Tiroo and :',Inbus satellites, meteorologists are getting

a better. look at our atmosphere. They now have a grandstand seat teview the
.weather on a global scale as they receive daily data from remote areas as the
poles, oceans, and a largo sec ion of the southern hemisphere. Although
satellites cannot measure temperature, pressure and wind velocity at different
altitudes, they do provide photographs of cloud coverage for the entire earth.
By studying these photographs, the meteorologist can detect and polvide warning
for such violent weather as hurriCanes, tornadoes, floods, and blizzards.
Through world-wide observations, meteorologists can make more accurate short-
range forecasts and nay. eventually improve long-range predictions.

I'

Such satellites as Rcho,'Telstar and Relay have openedta new era in world-
wide communications. Before, messages were, sent from one location to another
by moos of telephone cables and short -wave radio. These systehs are limited

since the cable cannot carry many different signals at the same time and very
: short-wave radio waves cannot bend around the earth. A satellite can receive

signals from any town on the earth and relay it to another town even thaghethe
towns are hidden from each other by curvature of the earth. If a series of

satellites ward properly spaced ineorbit around the earth, telephcne conversations
as well as radio and television broadcasting could be relayed to any corner of
the globe.

Navigation satellites, such as Transit I B, making air andesea travel

e safer by providing accurate infonnation as to the exact location of :act ship or

plane. These satellites orbit the earth at regular intervals and 14 rise of timed,

signals broadcast their position. Directicn-finding equipment uses these signals

to locate the exact position of a plane or ship in all kinds of weather and at
any time of the day or night.

A few of the products that have-evolved from the apabeerelatel sciences
. 4include:

a, Rydrozene, which is a derivative of a liquid fuel ploPellant, had been
found useful in the treatment of tuberculosis and certain mental illnesses;

b. Fyroceram, (used to protect the nosecono of a space capsule from the

extremes outerspace cold and the heat of reentry), is now being used
in the manufacture of kitchenware;

c. Miniaturization, (the construction of functioning minatures of a part
517176Tinment------lhas produced the tranaistors which are used in radioae

television sets' and hearing aids.

d. Solar cells and batteries, which have successfully utilized the energy'
rnratTe=inliffrerioVer to equipient in satellites, with time Mey be
used es a source of heat and light ikhomts.

)4 0
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cc,:rav 1A1.;"3 fiction writer. Thettir or in 1Psf7cm lt.

tJ. fcr

r,tuarz6 tho Hera is the official record of
QUA V24,'s

atzin:o 17orld P1,7ture, !clu will, ' :arge bag bald to-

,..utnur mmbrno ni filled with nanny different particles floating SW
nder -3 lui4. Xho z%r_mbraAe has cponin.,s large enough to allow the

p4LSZ,scL,0 of tf7,:. .n a ,.)ristant procession, 1),t it is not a sieve.
Ln #$1c1 lore most of the activity takes place.

yeq Aft,e;1 vo o s4cd rather testily. 'de turned to see
rn.tr cehind us.

'1 in r,-*.eki proudly, "snd, if -,:ou will kindly let me
I J4111 co ;rte xd Oe ;1.zed.1

r,-,f and so.:::;''-thta 14.1 .;s he sOeez9d through one of the many
oft_Ln.n th mmbr'lhc.

Our alty.w. w nc,J, loru n emInc. As Ix Piited4into the. cell we saw the
mlqck,1 beln- ti by a riumtler of smaller molecules which

pr4-ceRtd t tear hill t

sta)p protel.

Jt do, uut ' A-411.A one of the particles. 'Ve're called the lipase
rind ?,71'ro :luSAI-A04:d the tan o: :onvertin, old lipid here to fatty acids and

thQ comtrution cre!.:: ,!an mile somethin, useful out cf him."

tip.d 17atto:r rv: - Glycerol

"Domlh't he ri,nd? t.m.o':7 enz7ne particles proceeded to convert
tho Lipid to uddl0 of oil.

"nf ,0urz,le noti Trot's e%ylained the lipase molecule. You see he's
of no v4.ut1T4m) he fa-..at d.sn4ntle him and then another crew con-.
vvrts the piezen to .1411 t lat the :011 can use. The finished product will be
store kn th67A, plantiti.) c,or her until it's needed.' Hs directed our attention to

,z.mrs 01 c:Tai.ilus f11.4 oath yellow 'oil ani suspended in the jelly-like
pl/ of thQ coil,

u': iori ;e
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"Energy mostly," the lipase replied. "We use a lot of energy around here.
Then too, it might be hooked up 1111-1 an ammonia molecule to make an amino acid. You
never can tell." Lipase stopped a molecule which differed only slightly' from him-
self. "I want you to meetnzrcotsin, carboh-drase. He's in the wrecking business

) also. How about showing our visitors what you do, Garbo?"

"Glad to," replied carbohydrabe. "I'm on my way to pick up a Starch chain now.
I deal in the big molecules you know, not the little globules that lipase. handles."

"Yeah, but my product gives twice the energy yours does," retorted lipase.

"Come on," saia carbohydrase, ignoring lipase's parting jibe. "I'll show you
what happens to the starch and sugars that people eat."

Table 1'4-2

Relative Energy Values of Foods
.

Food Energy (Kcal/gram)

Carbohydrate
lipid 9.0
protein 4:0

Carbohydrase lead the way to a long strand of material made up of many small,
identical molecules.

"Now this is a starch molecule." said carbohydrase. "Ily boys will cut it up
into glucose molecules., Get at it fellasi"

-' carbohydrase
Starch + 1120 = Glucose

In a short time the starch chain had been reduced to an orderly pile of glucose
molecules. We stood amazed.

41aou what happens to it?"

"Some,of it trill be stored as a new starch called glycogen. The boys down in
the liver will do that. The rest of it will go to the furnace and be converted to
energy.

As if to prove carbohydrase correct, another group of enzyme,molecales started
to gather up the glucose molecules and cart t: away.

"Those are the oxidative enzymes,4 explained carbohydrase. "Their job 1st°
convert glucose to carbon dio0.7175Xia water in order to supply energy to the cell."

C,EL
2 o
0, 4- .6 02 = 6 002 6 H2O 4. Energyo 1

;)t)
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Food .and NIttrition (1/2. HSU)

Introduction

53

Some food for thought:

Is there something about a kitchen that fascinates you? Does food mean more
to you than just "something to eat?" Can you see beyond the drudgeryof vcleaning
up" and feel the satisfaction of creating meals? Do you want to contribute to your
cwn good health and the health of your family? Do you like to give pleasure to
others by doing your homemaking tasks well?

Every "yes" answer to the above questions is a good reason for taking this
course. You may have additional good reasons of your own.

Ahyoge can go through the motions, but we're interested in doing the job right.
Cooking is both a science (It fellows scientific principles.) and an art (It takes
some personal skill.). It is also both work (Nave you discovered that already?) and
fun -- if you know what you're doing.

Although this is a correspondence couree, you,will be preparing complete meals
with real food in a real kitchen. Unless otherwise indicated, you will NOT use
prepared mixes. You will be applying what you learn, sampling your own products,
serving separate dishes and whole meals to your family or others, preparing reports
on your_acccmplishments, and ard.ng for the criticism of those you serve.

Ideally, you will use the kitchen of your oun home. If this is not possible,
you will need to "borrow" someone else's kitchen or use school facilities.

If ,you are the lady of the house (wife and perhaps mother too), you'll have
the situation completely under your control. If you're a teenage daughter living
at home, perhaps you'll have a little trouhle keeping your mother out of the kitchen,
but ask her to understand that you need to concentrate on this course just as much
as you would on acourse in English or any other subject. You'll rant to say this
in a nice way, of course, because later on you'll serve meals to your family and
ask for written comments on your work (and fun).

If you're not living in a family, it's still important to serve the imeals and
receive the criticism of at least 211. adult. This is part of your homework.

tht seem to have the young wifeiL the teenage daughter particularly in mind in
the planning orthis coarse. Eat the career girl who lives alone (or with other
career girls) and does at least some of : or otm cooking will find that this course
is for her too.

Also, let's not forget about men. It's probably true that most mn enjoy good
food. They should know something about nutrition values and good dietary habits.
Given a little encouragement, many men like to cook. ts7,v shouldn't they? The skill
comes in handy' at times. Furthermore, the highest paid cooks in the professional
world are usually men!
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Lesson 7

B. With a report on a visit to one or more markets offering a wide variety
of moats. If possible, visit both a large supermarket and a small store operated
by the owner7proprietor, Take a more experienced shopper with you if you can.
Learn what you can by lookihg, but talk to the owner and/or butchers as much as
possible. (Plan your visit co it will not be at a time when there are many customers
in the store. You will make a good impreseicn if yoh show Interest and appreciation
and have a prepared list of specific questions.)

Here are some of thee, things that you should notice or ask about in each of the
stores visited:
-- the variety of fresh meat available.
- - the grades of meat available (how identified by label?)
-- the various cuts on display ,

-- are the same cuts usually available?
-- will the owner or butcher cut meat to order?
-- how oan the butcher help : on to select what is best for your needs?
-- what are the advantages and disadvantages of having fresh meat prepackaged?
- - what is the price range for beef from the lowest grade available to the,highest?
-- what is the price range for other meats?
-- which meats (beef, lamb, pork, etc.)l sell well in your neighborhood?
- - are there other meats which are highly nutritious but which are seldom, if ever,

available? Ehy/

is the store essentially a meat market or is most of the floor space devoted
to other foods? At which type of ,store would you prefer to buy meat?

-- do people trade at a particular store because its meat and meat service ip
particularly good or do they buy some foods there but go elsewhere for meat?

-- do you think that it pays to cultivate a particular butcher?

Other questions will occur to you. Ike your report as long as you like as
long as you have something to say!

Lesson 12
1(-

A. Describe a party which you have attended. Discuss specifically the
strengthe770,7weaknesses of the menu and individual dishes, the table decorations,
and the hospitality of the host and/or hostess. Ehat changes would you suggest?

B. Describe an outdoor cooking e4erierzce. Thigh may be a cook-out which you

attended or one at which you were the ho ;t or hostess.

C. Submit a Home 14erience Record oh a new food preparation experience.
(required)

D. Submit completkemeeue for a family for throe weekc Show exact dates and
meals (fol77-77ple 'elny 19.- breakfast):-Tri7TIMportant becaUse the time

of year may infJulence your choice of food and drink. You may substitute some school
lunches (Aichyou plan) for lunch at home. Keep in mind the following pointers.
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a. Do not copy LLy of the menus 3,i the te%t.

b. Do not repeat a cenplCA menu viU:n the threeweek period.
Cbviously ycu will want'to repeat certain dishes (possibly
with variations)r but only as pert of a different menu.

55

c. Unless there is a strong faoily tradition in favor of a certain
food on a certain day of the week (such as baked beans on
Saturday night)) don't have the dame dish on the same day of the
week. If, for example) ycu plan to use string beans three times
in three weeks, don't let your family get the idea that this
will happen every Wednesday.

d. Do make alternative sumeations in case of unforeseen circumstances
such as unexpected changes in the weather, supply of certain
foods temporarily unavailable etc.

e. Do keep in mind what you will do with leftovers besides feeding
them to Q.ats and dogs. Can you serve leftovers in another form
without displeasing your family?

f. Do keep in mind making your family happy without violating
fundamental dietary principles,

g. Do think about costs. You may want to splurge on some meals)
but make it up onIudget menus somewhere else.
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This course won a Loa nat.onel award for excellence. In making the award, the

National University emersion .e.sso:_at-c. stated: ,'Ihe course is highly informative,
imaginative, stimUlatin. anl stv.dent-ori',ed. The written assignments require
application of that has bee.; . earned in rec.-ch.:al; conclusions, making comparisons,

drawing Inferences, and mahing rational choices.''

American History shows why men a:Aed the way they did and how the past has
shaped the present; it °Ives insight into the complexities of America today.

American History, Part 2 (1 HSU for both parts)

ASSIGNMENT 23

McCarthyism and the Post -oar World

Study Requirement: Todd and Curti, chapters 110 and 41.

Readin Assignment:

Arnoff: ."Shift to Peacela page 467.
The TV Debates;" page 475.
"Marshall's Planl4page h83.
"The Communist Stage Setting!" page 1188.

'Boys, if you fairer pray, pray for me now," said Harry Truman to the reporters
when he succeeded to Franklin 2oosevelt's unexpired term of office in 19145. The
plucky little ex-Senator from ..lissouri faced a problem-riddled post-war world that
would have daunted a far more experienced I.:a. But Truman was never one to duck
problems. "The buck ends here," read a sign on his desk.

Uhdt to do about a divided Germany? the control of nuclear weapons? the
future of the United NatiOns? the grewint, power of Soviet Russia? Those were the
big headaches. The lesser ones, none the less painful, had to do with demobilizing
the armed forces, inflation, and strikes, strikes, strikes.

.N4,

The road back to peace was a bump;, one; but at least it didn't run downhill.
Fears about depression proved groundless. The-pent-up demands of millions of Ameri-
cans, made prosperous by war-industries jobslorled a boom market for consumer
goods. But until the munitions plant could be c verted into a mattress factory,
scarcity prevailed. And with scarcity came soarintl prices. Meanwhile Congress,
representing an electorate impatient of restraints and shortages, swept away almost
all war-time price controls. The result was inflation. And the result of inflation
Was labor unrest; as the workman demanded his cut in the peacetime pie of plenty.

The demand took the form of a rash of strikes. The strikes resulted in a polit-
ical reaction, which in turn resulted in a Republican majority in Congress. And the
encl-product in this chain of cause and effect was the Taft-Hartley Act, which Was
pulsed over Truman's veto.

r) 0
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.Hutut the swing-back to conservatism vas a short-lived . Americans were un-
willing to allow the reforms of the Ned Deal and liberalizin changes wrought by
the war to slip down the drai_. Thus in 1948,, they reelected Harry Truman pres-
ident in the greatest upset iii American pclitical history. He took the election as
a mandate and determihed to go the hew Deal one better with the Fair Deal. The
Fair Deal, however, was in for stormy weather. First, it'was buffeted by an ob-
durate Congress and then it vas all but wreclzed by Joe McCarthy. MCCarthy's night-
marish career was one of the biggest, news stories of the early 1950's, but his
careen'only amounts to,a short shameful footnote in the history of the nation.

Republican McCarthy, junior senator fkom Wisconsin and practically unknown,
was looking for a sure-fire cause to bring himself into the public eye. He system-
atically chose Communism as the issue most likely to succeed. America was ripe once
again for another Red Scare.

'As Henry Steele Commager, Pulitzer-piize-winning historian and Professor at
Amherst College, described him, McCarthy was "a finished demagogue--brutal, un-
scrupulous, cunning and adroit." His method? "Wild charges fake evidence, innu-
endoes," reported a Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee which
investigated the McCarthy charges, "themost nefarious campaign of truths and half-
truths in the history of the republic."

McCarthy made his first splash by alleging in a speech that he held in his
hand the names of 205 "card-carrying Communists in.the State Department. He never
produced a single name. Senatorial immunity allowed him to speak without legal
penalty. His smears and slanders grew outrageous; he even accused Eisenhower and
General George Marshall (then, Secretary of Defense) of being Communist sympathizers.
He launched broadsides against ambassadors, editors, distinguished professors and
public servants, and even fellow- senators of the highest integrity.

.Even though his charges were largely unfounded and almost totally unproved, his
activities weakened the Democratic party and contributed to its defeat at the polls
in the prRsidential election of 1952. But the presence of Eisenhower in the White
House and the influx of Republicans to Congress failed to deter the senator. As
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Government Operations and as Chairman of the
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, he stopped up his campaign. He charged
" appalling infiltration" and "subversion" in the State Department's overseas infor-
mation program; he attacked Eisenhower's new Ambassador to Russia because he had been
present at Yalta; he charged that the Army Signal Corps at Fort Yarmouth was riddled
with subversion; and finally he tangled with Robert Stevens, Secretary of the Army,
over a trivial matter of an honorable discharge for an Army dentist whom he had re-
vealed as a Communist sympathizer.
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Black History: Protest and AchLevement (1/2 H6U)---

Unit II Achievement: A Survey of :That Blecks Dave Accomplished

Margaret Walker, whose poetry For lizE222/9 and whose novel Jubilee

411
are well-known, has written in Nanv Shades of Black:

The Negro hds*a great spiritual role to play in .America. He
has already evidenced that role in his folk contribution to
the literature, music, and religious life of America. Negroes
helped to build Amerlevand a full knowledge of Negro history
reveals that all American life has been influenced by them..

Now that authors and publishers have made Wailable countless beaks on
Black history, Black philosophy, and Black contributions to our culture, we
are able to realize how much the Black population hea done to heliabuild the
America in which we live.

% In the section on Protect we saw what vac acoomplishe through speech-
making, political, and religious action. Having looked at t 't side of Black..
experience in America, we now turn to Black achievement. You will aeon realize
(if you Aon't alreadyrthat the achieveAenta of Negroes heve been many and varied.
Theee aohievements have frequently been described by the Blacks themselves. In
reporting a cross-section of Black achievement 'e till rely to a large extent
on two books: The Negro in the A:aling.of America by Benjamin Quarles and The Negro
in American Culture hy Eargarea Just Eutchex.

Two books and six. 1:b cannot give an, adequate treatment of all the
positive contributions of Blacks, but ve will attempt to cover the,highlighte
in the following diversified

The arts, including

Nusic and Dance
r. 'can Origins

aaVilt Song
Sp r4;liale

Early Jerez.

Heck
,eratie and Concert 1:,,e-

)6. Literature
Novela

Biography and Autob 1 hy

Poctry
Diaa, TV, Film
kaJw6pelere and Feriodicela

:Lceletate, Uhetegraphy
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Science and invention:ledicine

Religion

Education

aliticE, including

General historical background
Elected OffiCials
Government Posts
Legs]. Posts

Armed Forces

* * * * * * * * * *

Lesson a

5. Describe a recent play or TV show by a *Alegre playwright.

(a) Did the play or TV show have a Black point of view or was it
universal in its appeal?

(b) Why did you feel, or not feel, that the play or show was written
by a Black? .

p

9. Choose a fall-page advertisement in a magazine such as Time or Newsweek.
If you are

I

alit°, look at this advertisement as a Black might,look at it.
Are there p cture&,-er phrases which might disturb a sensitive Black?
Discuss. (isW.....es A hcstery Mvertisement specks of "flesh-colored
stet:kings." Wiese flesh does the advertiser have in mind?)

Lesson 11

1. "The role of the Nerro church) like. that of its pastor, did not stop
with the Sunday service." *tat evidence can you find to support this
statement? Co to -roes ether than your tut for further help.

6. Suppose you were a prcninent clierchman in the South prior:to 1860.
How would you defend slavery in the light of your Christian beliefs?

7. (a) Present the chief argument pro and con busing to end segregation
in the schools.

(b) Which vicLapoint do you support and why?

4;:i
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Consumer Economics (1/2 HSU)

.Teci;o1 2
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Text: Chapter 14 The organization of business enterprise
Chapter 5 Production in the ieserican economy

Note in Chapter 4 the various forms of business organizations and the
advantages and disadvantages of each form.

Notice that in economics the term "business" means any organized activity
that contributes to satisfying the wants for economic goods and services.

Business must "fulfill the needs and wants of people for economic goods and
services in a.,manner that is most pleasing and satisfying to the consumer and at
a price which they consider to be fair and reasonable."

Any business which does that adequately should, of course, make a profit.
A business which tries to make a profit without satisfying the needs and wants
will, sooner or later, be "caught in the act" and fail. Neanwhile, of course,
some consumers get hurt. .

"The life of the typical business Arm is relatively short; only one out
of five survives ten years. Competition eliminates the less efficient." This

statement is theoretically correct, but it is not completely correct in fact. It

is the answer which is true in a laboratory situation.

WE does the inefficient enterprise survive? Sometimes it is protected by
legislation. Quality shoes cars be imported and sold at relatively low prices.
Legislation is passed to restrict the import of shoes, thus enabling high cost
shoes to be seld profitably. This prevents unemploymant in the American shoe
industry, but it means that consurera get less value for their dollar. If they

could purchase the imported shoes they would have money left over to buy other
products, thus satisfying more wants per dollar and stimulating business in other
areas as well.

Sometimes an inefficient enterprise survives be!ause,it provides a wanted
serviR not offered by the efficient enterprise. An example is the "Na & Pa"
grocery store. Its prices are higher than chain stores and its stock is limited,
but Na sz Pa are personally interested in their customers and remain open. Sundays,
holidays and halt the night to offer service. Besides they are often nearby --

in a residential area instead a downtown. (Incidentally, independents are get-

ting more like chains -- trying to improve efficiency by mass purchasing, for
example -- and chains Are getting more like independents -- adding the personal
tcuch, providing mini-markets etc%)

Which comes first -- p1,..F.:_tionror_ or demand? In economics when We talk

of demand we really mean effective demand. You ray desire a net car very badly,
but unless you have the m(117iZETgor the credit to buy it, your want does not

cause economic' activity.
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Which comes first -- production or deror I? TJat is not an easy question
to answer. Often people do not realize that they want a product until they use
it for a while. On the other hand, producers are not going to produce new
products unless they feel that a demand exists, i.e. the product will satisfy a
want and consumers are able and willing to pay for it.

A successful business discovers how much demand exists, and what unsatisfied
wants consumers have. It thra provides a suitable product or service and ex-
plains to potential customers how tLat product or service satisfies the existing
want. As you might expect, advertising and salesmanship are required to ac-
complish this end.

.

Historically, many products which we now accept were originally rejected
by consumers. Only vigorous advertising and salesmanship brought about the
sale cf bath tubs. Consumers did not rush to accept this near produpt when it
first became available. Lilawise, it was a brave man who was the first to pur-
chase an automobile in his community. Of course the vehicle was not perfected,
but it did offer faster transportation. Nevertheless, the early motorist was I
laughed at and taunted with cries such as, "Get a horse."

Economics is closely related to psychology. Psychologists realize that people
do not really want the product itself. They want the benefits whichNkproduct
will provide. The seller must convince prospective buyers that:

(a) the prospect has a need which is not being satisfied, i.e. you have a
problem.

(b) the seller's product or service will satisfy the need better than any-
thing else, i.e. our product will help solve your problem.

Of what use is an automobile? It provides cer4in benefits" clean, ef-
ficient, fast, comfortable and convenient transportation. Other benefits may be
less obvious. A new car, for example, gives the owner a sense of pride, achieve-
ment, power, it enables him to be the kind cf family man he would like to be!
Advertising and salesmon stress these benefits. Facts about the bore and stroke,
the compression ratio etc. seldom sell an automobile!

* * * * * * * * * *

Review lesson.. (The following questions are part of till homework for the
last lesson in the course.)

2. In what ways are human economic activity, and the activities in an ant
hill similar? CTment as fully as you can.

3. In that respects is the operation of a telephone switchboard similar to the
operation of our marketing system? Comment as fully as you can.

I. (a) If you were alone on a desert island, what economic actIvities would you
be likely to engage in?

\(-10`)
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(b) Suppose your desert Jeslnd were inhabited by some 30 adults. (You were
all shipwrecked tegath,,r.) Y u are ell able and willing to Work. What
economic aotivitfes rceld th con wity be likely to undertake? (Hint:.
Would you need mcney?) Discus (a) end (b) as fully as ycu can.

9. Three men in Your Town (they don't know each other) took the following
actions recently: Smallwood purchased a new pickup truck for use in his
plumbing business. Druthers deposited $50 in his savings bank account.
Williamson reluctantly paid his real estate taxes, noting that half of
the tax went to school:.. (He has no children.) What possible relationship
is there between thee)? independent acts?

12. Government sometimes acts in inconeistent trays. The Surgeon General has
found that smoking is injurious to health and may even cause death. On the,
other hand, government eeeenrages the grceing cf tobacro by subsidizing the
growers. How might the governelpt help the greeters without encuraging,
directly or indirectly,, the ucU of cigarettes?

17. Write a brief sketch about a yong couple facing life in a world in which
all advertising is prohibited. This enould ac a very excit4rg and imagina-
tive narrative. Let yourself go!

20. Suppose that you are xesently engaged to be narried. You and ycur prospec-
tive spouse realize the. you should do some financial planning before
marriage. (a) What financial :dare; night you make regarding the wedding '
itself, the honeymoon, and furnishing a small apartment? (b) What sacrifices

would you and your prospective spouse make i.or to marri&ge?

21. An insurance company rill insure your House f M you, but it won't let you
insure the Iloilo° nceet door reich is owned by ,cur neighbor. Why?

24. Home ownership has bah advantages and dizadvantagee. Some people will be
happy as home Larnero; other will not.
(a) Describe in detail the kind of pereon who chculd be e homeowner.
(b) Describe in detail the kind cf r4 z cr, who should not be e harieorner.
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Appendix

0" Articles prepared for 2rofessional 2ublications

moo

ti

EllE Correspondence Courses? - Article prepere6 for Massachusetts Association
of School Committees Newsletter.

Correspondence Courses - A Proven Supplement to Lull School. Class Cotrses

Article prepared for Massachusetts Association
of School Superintendents Inc. Newsletter.

The Varied Needs for Correspondence COurses -

Article prepared for Secondary School Principals,
Association Bugle,.

r
t)
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Article prepared 'or ,:aseasteiot,,s ,Issoc.at_)n of Sei'opol CePauttees fZeweet!eer//!
Why ,:orreepondence Co roes?

Correspondence courses are being used more and more by hien adv!io1 Audonts
and adults. Heady 150 high schools are uaing courses offered by the Zeeeachueette
Department of Education. Can you answer the quest.ons most frequently ashed,abeut
these state correspondence courses?

1. If a high school already has a comprehensive curriculum, whv az there ant:
corneed for state respondence sescour?

Contrary to what you might expect, the larger sehools with the treater variety
of classes use correspondence courses more than small high oehoolo. uidance di-
rectors recognize needs such as these: routine schedule eonflieto;etudent waste an
extra subject but not an extra class each -day; student must repeat a subject, but
can nevertheless move ahead v.tn class; the extra bright student, who wxnte
independent study; the homeeoLeld student; ti.c tepentant dropout.

2. Can a student learn by wcorrespondee as o he c* ,An an 211;
=WO= or

Yes, juet as well and sometsmcg letter. ealy se.entifi experiments have
shown that, as Measured by final examinaticns, there is no significant daffereee
between the effectiveness of class ceerses and eorrespondenee courses as ouch. For

any given student, the correspondence course nay be more effect.ve because the stu-
dent does more work than he would have cone in clan;:. If he participates at all
(sends in his lessons), he participates 100; he dceon't sit i.Jak fruetiv in c14.:A
while other people recite. He ale, has the benefit of a close faculty-etudent
relaticnship as the teacher triter personalized teaching cemmento on the Lcirer.
papers.

3. Isn't a correspondence course a second ,:hoice for tho:p- Li-10.I141. aMMIMMI .M1 nlImOMPMTMIVM
a particular class?

Definitely not! We have three national awards for course exellenee. '.de

also sold the reproduct:m rig'hts to certain study tulles to four naeer extx-

versities. Our faculty is carefully selected from the Letter puielle and rsete
schools in the Greater Boston area": That's quality!

In a correspondence course the emphes.s on leernl.ne rather than ,en teAeelse.
Students are motivated to learn. Ther new inleFendence (as ccrfpan-A w4.th
room situation) often encourages them te.parUeipate mere fully than in claso. Thur
is especially true of the shy person, the one tho must go at. his 0731 pace, -Ain'd

individual with ideas whicp may be scorned by fellow students. Teecher-student

conflicts maybe avoided 'A some cases. Independent etudy es eleo part1,2ut-rt- f-1. -

ful to the student who plans to go to college.
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L. E-iu do ;3tudit;., 4zually i:ivre9londence cours

That depends. If they lae Lie col .:..e, f!nd it worthwhLle, d need the high

of credit, they'll prob.2b1 fJnish. if a school provides sup rvised study
opportunities, the student is co to %ore 1._.Jiy to finish. The dropouts are usually

capable of finis 'rQng, but 14,:k stick-to-it-iveness. The "excuses' sound good, but

those who fzzlish have the same problems (too busy with other-coursts, outside job,
hone responsibilities, illness etc.).

5. Can you really 220E1 a student who has failed in class to succeed on his
M. IMMO WM..

own in a correspondence course?
M

_
MOM..

Give him a chance. Often he does succeed, but it is not because the course is
easier. Some of the reascrs for his success are given in the answer to question 3.

6. !That's a study guide like? Is it some sort of course outline?

le, the study guide represents the living teacher. It is a substantial teaching

document -- perhaps 75 to 100 pages per semester. It presents the gist of what a

teacher would say in class if there Iro a class...Each lesson in the study guide
consists of (a) a study requirement in one or more texts, (b) a commentary on the
lesson, and (c) the homework quest-ons to be submitted for the instructor's comments
and/or corre:tions. The .commentary may summarize or restate the text, raise ques-
tions about materaal in the text, ,present new material or expand on material in the
text. Homework quest.ons are often of the imaginative, thought-prevoking, or prob-
lem- solving type; it is not possible to, succeed :aerely by looking up answers in the
book. 4

2

7. What high school courses are available by correspondence?

Right now, there are 40 different subjects or enough for a complete 1 -year
sequence for both the college preparatory and the general student plus a few elec-
tives. naturally, a student en:olled in a local high school takes most of his courses
in class. He may include (a-th the permissicn of his guidance counselor) one or two
correspondence courses, b'x,, iv is not unusual for a student to count as Many as six

courses toward the 16 units required for graduation.

6. tlhat does it cost?

Not very much. Sometimes the parents pay the tuition and the cost of books.
In other instances the school pays. Tuition is approximately $1.35 per lesson for

courses whi.ch halo 20 or 214 lessons. You don't need to hire anther teacher to add
more courses! You don't need more classroom space!

9. Where do we get more information'?

Correspondence Instruction, Bureau of Adult Services, Massachusetts Departmont
of Education, 182 Tremont Street, Boston, 11A 02121. Telephone (617) 727-5784.

Robert B. Wentworth
Senior Supervisor
Correspondence Instruction
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Article, prepared for Mairsachuscil'us Association cf School Superintendents Inc.

Newsletter,

Correspondence Courses - A Proven Supplement
To High School Class Courses

Alternatives to the conventional classroom are very much in vogue today, as
you well know. Some of these alternatives are new, refresfiing and highly rewarding.
Others have proved their worth over the years.

Correspondence courses have been available from the Nassachusetts Department
of Education for more than SC years. These courses supplement but do not replace
regular high school offerings. Currently the department's Bureau of Adult Services
offers 40 quality high school credit courses as well as 17 non-credit subjects.
(aline of the latter could be used as independent study cred3f in such unusual areas
as Practical Politics and The Facts of .Death.)

If you've never evaluated correspondence courses before; you might well wonder
if learning by correspondence is acadeMically comparable to classroom learning.
The answer is; "yes, it certainly is.' Many controlled exi5RECETTever a period
of years have_shown that the results, as measured by final examinations, are so close
that there is no significant difference between the effectiVeness of correspondence
courses and class courses as such. Buth methods of learning are highly effective.
For any given student, however, the correspondence course,may be much more effective
because the correspondence student often does much more work than he would have done
in class. If he participates at all (sends in his lesso s), he participates 100,;;
he doesn't sit back quietly in class while other people ecite.

Our study guides are substantial teaching document - concisely-written,
closely-typed manuals which often run 75 to 100 pages semester. Real teaching
takes place here. The guide may summarize and restate/ the main points of the text,
it may challenge the views of the textbook author, iti may offer new information or
ask thought-provoking questions. The homework questions - an essential part of
every correspondence course - are often challenging tool

Our he high school subjects (', HSU or, 1 HSU d suitable for teen-age students
or adUITS-ae mayrErFamer dropouts) are the usua courses offered in the college
preparatory and general sequences, grades 9 throug 12. What is unusual is the
content. Our American History (college preparate14y) won a natiOna:, award; the
course was cited for beriii7Erghly informative, imaginative, stimulating, and
student-oriented. The written assignments require application of what has been
learned in reaching conclusions, making comparisons, drawing inferences, and making
rational choices." We have also von tiro other national awards for the excellence
of our program; furthermore, four large state universities have purchased the re-
production rights to certain study guides. This is quality!
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How does a corree,rondon-,e coarse ?.},Ilen[e a reL9:trint student? S7me students
do nee-recnstaa-supenls.77, e_7776:7Frov:anW7 sttray hall), but others
will respond bocauce thce h7e cn their cIm, doing their on thing, not working
for a disliked teaener. Vfeee is a conf idential teacher- student relationship which
is encouraging. Our tea7.hers write teaching comments on the homewor.t. fit, the end

of the course, teacher and student often feel as if they know each other.

The course itself often Chal:ereeS th' reluctant student. Take English XII
General, for example. The first lesson is devoted to a novel completely in cartoon
form "without words or music." in other lessons three works deal with social prcb-
lems in exciting, dramatic ways - Raisin in the Sun (blae4s), Light in the Forest
(Indians), and Inherit the Wind (academic ireedoTiT7 Some of the student responses
may be in cartoon form i Twe're had some excellent results). One lesson is devoted
entirely to reacting to scands1 Studens are encouraged to evaluate several tele-
vision programs critically. English XII General also includes some very specific
and detailed advice on job-ge,,ing.

A high school with a cr,rnrehensev ualit;* curriculum does need correspondence
courses. nearly ilassac.useLts hi;lh schcolo urr-17:lu-L7r some of the larcer ones)
have discovered that faet already.

.
.

Here are some examples of t.:,pa.c,J. needs:

-- routine schedule eonflicts

-- the studeht who vw.A.1 a dIzzcont.:niAA subject

-- the steclont uho wants '..n e:::ru cubje(:t without the burden of
the extra class every day

-- the 'Aient 77%o mu :A xcpeat a subject, but 'ao oen ne.ertheless
rove shead wiLli Lis clmA

-- the extra-brieht student !,b0 wants independent study

1
-- the homebound studi.ht or ono V11,-.) tir,0 been aosent much of tho tom

-- tLe repentant drov::1;

Is yar ovstem usinr; t12121.2pcndem.o Lf not, wi-lv not discuss this
alternative with the rani the ruiT.rice director? Or, simply
TEII75711715gRa and pass it tYroee-1 diannorT For more information w11777

Tetr7717)704) Ra7rt U. Wenrth, Zup(jrviscr, Bureau of Adult Services,
Treront Street getal --------

Correepondenee Courees Approved
for use by huf h FiCtiCIO1 3tIACTitzl.

(init013)

ONO.. 011.
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Artxcle prepared ff:n- 11a3zachusetts Jndary 3Aool f'L$$ Aosoriation Nine

The i:r2r, fc,r 00-...r!7on,:n:, Cour:o0_--- .......r..~ mamowor ...moor

Does a high school w'it:-, a co,-,plehensive, quality curriculum have shy need for

correspondence courses? ::11 15C ilassachuLnits high schools (including sums of
the larger ones) have found that a school des need such courses.

E6st of your students fit n:.cely to the course shedule. But what about the
few who don't? There may be routine schedule conflicts; there may also be a student
or two who wants a discontinued subject.

The Ilaseachusetts Department of Education has a correspondence instruction
program which includes 1.O h.:zh school subjects eneugh for a complete 1. years

in both the college preparatory and the genera19equences plus a few electives.
In existence over 5c. years, correspondence instnction in this state hasl-in recent
years, won several national awards. Furthermore) reproduction rights to coklain
courses have been sold to four major state universities.

There is an otundance of resear:4 ovitione° which shoes that stients learn
13 yell hy correspondence as they do in the classroom. Furthermore, we know that a
correspondence student., if he participates at all, often does much more work than
he would do in class. (Students admit this.) This is especially true of the self-
conscious student oho doesn't lie to answer questicns in class. He may prefer to
compete only with himself, not with others.

Those are the more obv-auo ne,..1J for corresrondence :Dursos. Guidance counsel-
ors have found many others. Her arc' some:

The student 1.1to wants a fifth oub,,ezt without a iiftn clasa every day.
In a correspondence .rue ht ).3 in a 'cla,;10 by himself" whaeh meets at his
convenienlo.

-- The problem lad whe failed EnglJsh I. Wrouldn't he be better off with an
entirely different English XI whi:h he coad study at his own pace?
Mee Jones is a great toTTL7r, ut somehow me d TJ Just dcn't got
along with each other.)

Thu eAr:, studew :ho ',Imetntrig challenging and Lhnov:Ative

to do on his/her own.

-- The homebound 5tudent. This Jtudt.nt no doubt cn;ld
w.Lth each class teacher, but class cures aren't set up to operate that
way. Corrosponduncc ,,oures oner a comrlete packa,le with plenty of
teaching help.

The reuntnnt drnp.:*et. rerwAps hc onil 5tart tne 6onior yoqr with tti,L
'.71asnmaten, meanwhile doing Cie second semoater of the Junior yelir by
correspnndenct_=.

tatudent who ov he 'c the tone 1,7ith his C-Imily for it yoar 3t a time.

!there am these high schocl crndit correspndent couraQs? At the Bureau of
Adult Zervaces,.18:: Trcront Street, !oston, NA C2111. (?ono (1717) 727-57614).
We'd like to hear from you or your 04danc.e counselor.

Pebort P. 1:ontworth


